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Legal Notes, Hastings'
classical musical group,
mixes elegant strings,
complex woodwinds,
and powerful piano
during its performances.
Often accompanied by a
choir, Legal Notes plays
music ranging from
the Renaissance to the
Romantic period, never
forgetting to throw in a
few jazz surprises.

WebExtra
Visit magazine.uchastings.edu to view a video excerpt of
Legal Notes' spring performance.
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RESHAPING CALIFORNIA'S
POLITICAL LANDSCAPE
The Center for State and Local Government Law helps execute the Voters First Act

*** **
* * * **
* ** * **
• ** **

California voters changed the face of state
politics by passing Proposition 11, the Voters
First Act, declaring that California's political districts will be redrawn by a neutral
commission after the 2010 census, rather
than by the legislature. Aware of the Center
for State and Local Government Law's
expertise on the regulatory process, the
State contracted with Hastings to draft the
complex rules to implement the act's
redistricting scheme.
"The project fits perfectly
with our mission, as both an
important public service
and an educational opportunity," says Professor
David Jung, director of the
center. Under the direction of
Associate Director Michael Salerno, a

....

team of faculty and new graduates is researching other states' standards, reviewing the legal issues involved in execution,
attending public hearings, and drafting
regulations for the State Auditor's review.
"The project is also a unique opportunity for students in my current problems
seminar," says Jung "They work side
by side with the team and present their
findings to the State Auditor's Office at
semester's end."
Ryan Hughes '10 sums up the experience: "The fact that my work will influence implementation of Proposition 11 is
gratifying. A class does not get any better
than making a real-world impact, honing
invaluable research skills, and learning a
ton in the process."

Emotional Intelligence
Professor Clark Freshman offers ex pert training
~ ..

I

t's no wonder that top
venture capital firms,
Harvard Business School,
and the American Bar
Association are knocking on Professor Clark
Freshman 's door- fo r
his expertise on emotion, lie detection, and
negotiation.
"They want to know
how to determine if a
person is lying to them,"
Freshman says, "which is
a wonderful skill to have
but one that eludes many
people. Most people can't
tell fact from fiction. They

might as well flip a coin."
Freshman wo rks
closely with Paul Ekman,
on whom Fox's hit show
Lie to Me is based; he runs
Ekman's lie - detection
and emotional skills
seminars for lawyers and
negotiators .
" The good news,"
Freshman says, "is that
we can teach people to
recognize emotions in their
negotiation opponentseven when they are
unconscious of them
or trying to hide them.
And this means we can

In

lie detection
teach someone to change
negotiation tactics when
he or she notices subtle
signs that his or her
opponent is getting angry
or feels uncomfortab le."
At Hastings' Center for
Negotiation and Dispute
Resolution , Freshman
works with Professor
Melissa Nelken to produce
cutting-edge scholarship
in areas ranging from
the effect of emotion on
dispute resolution to the
psychological dynamics of
negotiation

UC HASTINGS
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CLASS
CAMPAIGN
LEADERS
> Inspired. Engaged. Spirited. These volunteer fundraisers
are working to shape the future of our law school. Thanks
to their work, UC Hastings attracts the very best students,
recruits preeminent faculty, and strengthens the programs
that keep our law school at the top of legal education. <
Terry Callan '64
Overall Reunion Chair
Class of 1959
Jerry Sterns, Chair
Nat Agliano
Larry Novack
Ron Rouda
Class of 1964
Paul Alvarado, Cochair
Jerry Marks, Cochair
Jack Alhadeff
Terry Callan
AI Contarino
Armon Cooper
Joe Cotchett
Bob Courshon
Mike DeVito
Steve Dobe l
John Herrington
Fred Hill
Bob Hobson
Rich Kirby
Mel Laub
Bob Ludlow
Bill Lukens
AI Pagni
Bernie Revak
Barry Schulman
Bob Tourtelot
AI Wong
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Class of 1969
Jim Cox, Cochair
Jim Young, Cochair
Colin Chiu
Jim Corn
Buck Delventhal
Bill Du Bois
Robert Fletcher
Larry Hultquist
Howard Janssen
Ron Kaldor
Larry Kessenick
Tom Malley
Ken Malovos
Michael McGlinn
J . Roger Myers
John Nordin
John Rector
Stew Suchman
Class of 1974
Harry Bruno, Cochair
David Slate, Cochair
Gail Bird
Richard Derevan
Jon Ell ingson
Mike Freed
Allan Keown
Thomas Kidde
Carol Mon Lee
Judy Mazia
Jack "Skip" McCowan

Susan Orto
An n Ra vel
Jim Sinunu
Bill Tan
David Thompson
Michael Ubaldi
Larry Walls
Dennis Weaver
Aubrey Weldon
Richard Young
David Zeff
Class of 1979
Kevin Brogan, Cochair
Dana Cole, Cochair
Kristin Adrian
Kathy Asada
Mark Brandenburg
Kim Cranston
Paul Dion
Jack Dittoe
Adam Englund
Julie Fox Blackshaw
Philip Ganong
Marcia Green
Nancy Green
Mark Haesloop
David Humiston
Madeleine Jen Kin
Bob Julian
Michael Lazarus
Paula Leibovitz

Larry Low
Tim McDonnell
Patricia Milowicki
Rick Morse
Peter Nelson
Bill Phelps
Nancy Powers
Larry Ramsey
Dana Sack
Marc Sallus
Eric Saunders
Jay Wertheim
Carol Wieckowski
Michael Yancey
Class of 1984
Paul Riehle, Cochair
Cathy Rivlin, Cochair
Dean Alper
JoAnne Arakaki
Tom Armstrong
Terry Bates
Wendy Bleiman
Andrea Cassidy
Rachelle Chong
Shawn Christianson
Harry Dorfman
Nicky Espinosa
Leigh Flesher
Ron Garrity
Grant Kim
Adrienne Konigar-Macklin
Kevin Mayer
Beth Pagel Serebransky
Lyndelle Phillips
Robert Pia
Lori Reznick
Steve Saxton
Mitch Shornick
Eric Tsugawa
Class of 1989
Chris Aguilar, Cochair
Theresa Karle, Cochair
Tracy Achorn
Russell Allyn
Tim Benetti
Karen Brodkin
Br ian Bunger
Joy Cartun
Larry Crouch
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Cynthia de Nevers Trutner
Jeff Fraser
Kimberly Fullerton
Kim Gelman
Carrie Gleeson
Ian Green
Steve Johnson
Susan Lee
Heidi Maretz
Genevieve Murphy Moore
Colleen O 'Grady Diamond
Sandra Osorio
Greg Scott
Griff Towle
Andy Turner
Victoria von Szeliski

Class of 1994
Christopher Ayayo,
Cochair
Dan Meisel, Cochair
Edward Antolin
Casey Bates
Jann Besson
James Creighton
David Eligator
Sallie Gibson
Robert Hinrichs
Liz Howard
Robert McFarlane
Paul Mihalek
Artricia Moore
William Moselle
Shivadev Shastri
Dannette Smith
Valerie Wagner
Class of 1999
Sydney Leung, Cochair
David Lim, Cochair
Carl Peter Braestrup
Daniela Vita Calandra
Courtney Coates
Kate Dunham
Josh Grushkin
Holly Bride Hayashida
John Hurley

~

HOT OFF
THE
P ESS

Lourdes Jimenez-Price
Daniel Kim
Debra Laboschin
Jose Luis Martin
Spencer Martinez
Neil McGaraghan
Paul Meyer
Aaron Moskowitz
Thomas Moyer
Laurel Paul
Felix Woo
Tom Vee

Class of 2004
Catherine Bidart, Cochair
Deborah Lagutaris ,
Cochair
Edward Anaya
Robert Bader
John Beynon
Andrew Cahill
Ash ley Harrington
Chalmers
Stephanie Duchene
Daniel Duvernay
Moira Duvernay
Erin Gordon
Jason Holder
Damon Juha
Jeff Kaban
Natalie Leonard
Brian Malloy
Ben Nadig
Steve Ngo
Ross Oliver
Julie Ruschin Piedra
Ross Pytlik
Mathew Richards
Briana Morgan
Rosenbaum
Lauren Russell
Ory Sandel
Gulli ver Swenson
Paul Tokarz

A new book chronicles the
evolution of civil liberties
in California

~

Wherever There's a Fight, by Elaine Elinson

and Stan Yogi, tells the story of freedom and
equality in California, from the Gold Rush to
the precarious post-gill era. By relating the experiences of early Chinese immigrants subjected to discriminatory laws to professionals who
challenged McCarthyism, the book chronicles
hidden stories of brave individuals who stood
up for their rights in the face of social hostility, physical violence, economic hardship, and
political stonewalling.
Elinson and Yogi contend that the Constitution outlines civil liberties and rights, but people
can transform those ideals into practical realities
by challenging prejudice and discrimination.
Elinson is a media consultant for UC Hastings
and was previously the communications director of the ACLU of Northern California.

' Current through July 27,
2009.

WebExtra
Visit magazine.uchastings .edu to watch a video of cochairs
David Lim '99 and Paul Riehle '84 discussing their involve -

ment with the reunion campaign.
UC HASTINGS
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W

hen the California
Bar Journal published an article on the
Hastings Opting Back
In program, its directors
expected some regional
coverage Little did they
know that interest would
soar and end up tripling
the size of the program.
The Opting Back In
program helps attorneys
who left law for a year or
more return to practice.
A project of the Center
for WorkLife Law, led by
Professor Joan Williams ,
the program is composed
of three national telephone
coaching groups, allowing
lawyers across the country
to participate easily.

Program members receive
professional coaching,
resources, and support
from group members to
craft and implement their
return-to-work plans.
"After the Bar Journal
article was published,
the phone rang off the
hook," says Williams. "We
originally had one group
scheduled and had to add
two more; demand such as
this affirms the important
ro le this program plays
for those reentering the
workforce."
The center reports
that group members are
successfully finding jobs,
from contract wo rk to fulltime legal employment.

Helping Lawyers
Return to Work
Increasing demand for t he
Hastings Opting Back In prog ram

IP N

SCHOLARSH
E W S ThewinnerSOfthe
George Moscone '56 Scholar hip carryon the late mayor's commitment to public service
Mayor George Moscone '56 believed deeply in the law as an honorable and
noble profession, which carried with it special obligations of public service.
To honor him and his commitment to public service, Moscone's widow,
Gina, and friends and family created the George Moscone '56 Scholarship in
1985, as a lasting tribute to Moscone's deeply held conviction of fighting for
the rights of underrepresented people.
Each year, two students who demonstrate plans to work in public service benefit from the scholarship, and nearly 40 people have received it to
date. This year's recipients, Josh Friedman '09 and Doug Ecks '10, are
ecstatic. Friedman hopes to facilitate rule-of-Iaw development by working at
the policy level of a non- or intergovernmental organization, while Ecks intends to continue his work at the Superior Court's Access Center in the small
claims court mediation program.
Ecks says, ''I'm grateful for the award. The Moscone Scholarship conveys
a great responsibility, as it carries a tradition of community service and vision,
of which I can only hope to prove worthy."

8
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The Center for Gender and Refugee Studies launches a new program to
assist Central American youth targeted by gangs

" T Gender and

he Center for

>I

"-

'"'"
'"o>-

Refugee Studies is tak ing
its successful model of
training and policy making
to launch an ambitious
new program cha rged
with helping children
threatened by gang
members," says the center's director, Professor
Karen Musalo. " These
cases concern youth
fleeing forced-and often
vio lent-recruitment by
gangs in Central America.

Those who refuse to join
face dangerous situations,
including beatings, death
threats, harm to family
members, and rape in the
case of women and girls."
According to Musalo,
targeted children cannot
count on protection from
their countries' authorities
either because the
police collude with gang
members or the justice
system lacks the resources
and political will to protect
them. Some children are

o
I

">-

'"

'"
w
Z

'"
'"

o

'"

A DECADE OF CUTTING-EDGE WORK
The Center for Gender and Refugee Studies celebrates its 10th anniversary on
October 15, at a reception honoring the attorneys , activists, alumni , students, volunteers, and staff who have contributed to the center's work throughout the years. For
information, call 415 .565 .4720.

able to escape and seek
asylum in the U.S . to avoid
facing further violence.
"U nfortunately, these cases
are incredibly hard to win,"
states Musalo, "because
the U.S. government is
concerned that granting
protection would result in
opening the floodgates of
refugees to the U.S."
In the last year, a
number of gang claims
have been denied by the
Board of Immigration
Appeals, the nation's
highest-ranking
immig rat ion court, and
some federal cou rts . In
response, the center has
created resources to assist
attorneys representing
these young people.

I

U

'"
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"You have been an inspiring leader and truly tireless in your
commitment to improve Hastings and take it to the next leveL"
-

Constance Kim '03

"You have accomplished quite a lot for the school in
such a short time, and your energy and charisma will
certainly be missed." - Tony Barilari '08
"Ilm saddened to see you leave my alma mater, where you have
accomplished so much in three short years. I am sure, however,
that your legacy will live on." -

Ginger Dreger '97

"All of us in the Hastings family will miss you but
will not forget yOU." - Guy Rounsaville '68
"I appreciate all you have done for Hastings in your tenure, and
wish you well in your new position. The Hastings community will
miss you." -

Bruce Varner 162

"You've put the school on a new and promising
track. "- Andrew Sorokowski ' 79
10
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• Twelve new faculty
members were added, of
whom seven hold PhDs,
enriching Hastings' interdisciplinary offerings
These additions had the
effect of lowering the
law school's studentfaculty ratio, an important indication of
academic quality.
• Private philanthropic
support totaled nearly
$12 million in three years.
• UC Hastings began
developing close
academic relationships
with UC San Francisco
to enrich the curricular
offerings of both schools
and strengthen the law
school'S developing
expertise in law and
science.

• The faculty created
two important new
concentrations-an
intellectual property
concentration and a
concentration in law
and health sciences.
• The number of
foreign-trained LLM
students increased from
20 to 36, and five new
international exchange
programs were developed, bringing the total
number of programs
to 12.
• The number of
academic conferences
increased, and many
outstanding speakers
visited UC Hastings to
engage in dialogue with
the faculty and students
on important legal and
social issues.

UC HASTINGS
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Trailblazing judges Lucy Armendariz '97 and
Ashley Tabaddor '97 draw on deep reservoirs
of knowledge and experience.
" o ur role is to protect
the public," says
Lucy Armendariz ' 97, of
the California State Bar
Court, where she is a hearings judge. With locations
in San Francisco and Los
Angeles, the Bar Court
provides a unique service
in its efforts to investigate
attorney misconduct. "No
other state has anything
like this , with ful l-time independent judges who try
cases. It's a model for the
nation," Armendariz says
proudly. "By helping clients
who have been harmed by
attorneys, we promote a
high level of confidence in
the legal system"
Although only 36 when
she assumed the bench,
Armendariz had years of
government experience
under her belt: After
leaving Hastings, she
worked as legal counsel for
Antonio Villaraigosa, who

was a state assemblyman
at that time. Then, she
was chosen by Gray Davis
to serve as ombudsman
for California's women's
prisons. Next came four
years on the staff of State
Senator Gloria Romero ,
who represents East Los
Angeles.
That's the same
district Armendariz hails
from, and where she
endured some tough early
years At the age of 10,
she was removed from the
custody of her parents,
who were deemed unfit.
She spent the rest of her
childhood in the state's
foster - care system
Although that was rocky,
she says, "fortunately,
my siblings and I were
able to stay together"
Despite the challenges
of her youth, Armendariz
made it to UCLA, where
she studied sociology and
economics, and then went
on to law school.
Armendariz's unique
personal history served
her well when Chief Justice

LUCY ARMENDARIZ '97
Ded icated t o Giv in g Back
Ronald George appointed
her to the Ca lifornia Blue
Ribbon Commission on
Children in Foster Care
in 2006. The commission
issued recommendations
last summer for reforming
California's troub led
juvenile dependency
courts and foster-care
system Bringing firsthand
knowledge to this project,
Armendariz says she has
always been motivated
to help others, just as
she was helped by others
along the way. "My
experience was definitely
the exception," she says.
"I always have a sense of
wanting to give back."

~

WebExtra
Visit magazine.uchastings.edu
to learn more about Lucy

Armendariz's efforts to reform
California's foster-care system.

"By helping clients who have been harmed by
attorneys, we promote a high level of confidence
in the legal system."
12 FALL 2009

"It was everything I was looking for- public service, intellectual

stimulation, a dynamic working environment, and cutting-edge
legal work."

14
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D

ASHLEY TABADDOR '97
Resol v ing Immigration Issues

o a Google search for
Ashley Tabaddor '97,
and you' ll find a blogosphere's worth of
opinions-pro and conon her 2009 decision in a
Southern California deportation case. Tabaddor
ruled that Immigration
and Customs Enforcement
had acted improperly during a factory raid, holding
the defendant for 18 hours
with no food or water, and
extracting information from him
without informing him of his
rights. She dismissed the case,
noting that the
immigration agents failed
to follow regulations. Her
ruling, not surprisingly,
provoked heated feelings
on both sides of the issue.
Yet for Tabaddor, it was all
in a day's work as a judge
at the U.S. Immigration
Court in Los Angeles.
Tabaddor made
up her mind during
her second summer at
Hastings that she wanted
to pursue immigration
law. An externship at the
L.A. Immigration Court
convinced her. "It was
everything I was looking
for-public service,
intellectual stimulation,
a dynamic wo rking

environment. and cuttlngedge legal work," she says
The subject of
immigration resonates
deeply for her. "I am
a refugee from Iran,
fortunate enough to
be living the American
dream," she says.
Tabaddor fled her
homeland with her family
at the age of 10, journeying
through Pakistan and
Spain before arriving in
New York. The family later
relocated to Los Angeles,
and Tabaddor eventually
attended UCLA for her
undergraduate work, and
then Hastings
An avid worl d traveler,
Tabaddor enjoys the
opportunity to interact
with people of all
backgrounds in her role
as an immigration judge.
Another pleasure of her
job is navigating the everchanging labyrinth of
immigration law. "Se rving
as an immigration judge is
tremendously rewarding,"
she says, "and it gives me
the opportunity to pursue
my public service goals
in an area in which I feel a
personal connection."

My Birthplace Iran

How Hastings Helped Me The classes that taught me the principles and theories underlying the law
have a lasting effect on my ability to succeed in my profession.
My Leisure Activities Traveling, hiking, biking by the beach

Interesting Travel Experience This year, I went to India, which was an adventurous and eye-opening
experience.
My Job Satisfaction Years ago, I promised myself that I would never work for money alone-that I
would enjoy my job and my colleagues. I have been fortunate to keep that promise.

UC HASTINGS
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Dedicated to improving the lives of workers, women, and
those who suffer injustices, attorneys Matthew Goldberg '05
and Viviana Waisman '95 show uncommon conviction.

MATTHEW GOLDBERG '05
Wage Wa rr ior

A

mong the most
archetypal lawyers
is the Atticus Finch or
the Clarence Darrow, the
do -gooder who takes pro
bono work, fights for the
little guy, and sees that
justice is served. As
Matthew Goldberg 'OS
shows, sometimes stereotypes are based in
truth-and sometimes
that's a good thing.
"When we're honest
with ourselves and we
evaluate law and society,
there is a ton of inequa lity,
injustice, and unfairness,"
Goldberg says. "My
conscience guided me
toward a profession to
address some of these
injustices."
Upon receiving
his JD from Hastings,
Goldberg took a staff
attorney position with
the Legal Aid Society

Employment Law Center.
Now, he is the director of
the organization's Wage
and Hour Project. which
focuses on representing
people who are paid
less than minimum wage
or are not given proper
break periods or overtime
compensation. "The
population of folks who
suffer those abuses are
predominantly immigrants
and monolingual nonEnglish speakers," says
Goldberg, "and they tend
to be concentrated in the
underground economy
and service sector
jobs-like busboys and
manicurists."
Goldberg does more
than litigate for the
downtrodden; he also
teaches them about their
rights. Goldberg helps run
the Bay Area Workers'
Rights Clin ic, spending
four nights a week working
with clinics in Berkeley,
San Francisco, and San
Jose. At a typical clinic,
Goldberg will work with
15 to 20 clients, as well as
eight to 10 law students
who are learning the ropes;

students from Hastings
work at the San Francisco
clinic. "We get 10 students
a semester who sign up for
Hastings' Wo rker'S Rights
Clinics," says Goldberg,
"and the y are passionate
about putting an end to
employment discrimination
and other injustices"
Goldberg vol unteered
at the Employment La w
Center when he was
a student. While his
consc ience drove him
toward public interest
wo rk, he found inspiration
and motivation at
Hastings "Hastings offered
many opportunities to do
public interest law," he
says. " I went through the
Civil Justice Clinic, wh ich
had a big influence on me.
With the cl inical faculty, I
did a real wage and hour
case as a second-year law
student. which I actually
took to trial at the Superior
Court. I got great handson experience at Hastings,
and upon graduation, I
went on to do exactly that
kind of work."

UC HASTINGS
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"When you work on human rights, you are
swimming upstream. And when you work on
gender issues, you're swimming doubly hard.
You have to be an optimist to work in this field,
which, thankfully, I am."

VIVIANA WAISMAN '95
Gender- Equalit y Groundbreaker

I

n 2001, Viviana
Waisman ' 95 had a
brainchild-born, she
says, of necessity. The
Madrid-based attorney is
passionate about working for women's rights but
saw no opportunity to
bring about real change.
Not to be deterred,
Waisman founded her
own organization-a
bare - bones nonprofit
she called Women's Link
Worldwide-with its
modest headquarters in
Waisman's home office.
Her goal? To promote
gender equality by
enforcing international
human rights laws.
Ambitious, certainly,
but Waisman thrives on
challenge. She recognized
that wo men's rights are
part of human rights
treaties and constitutions
aro und the wo rld, but they
often aren't implemented.
"Our feminist predecessors
established the legal
framework for gender

18
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equality to become
reality," she says. "The
problem is that when
national advocates try to
apply it, there are a lot of
lofty ideas that are hard to
br ing down to earth ."
One of her first
projects was to create
the Gender Justice
Observatory, a database of
decisions from the world's
courts on cases involving
gender discrimination,
violence, and sexual and
reproductive rights . "We
wanted to create tools for
ad vocates and attorneys
to help them in terms of
strategy," she says.
By 2004, Waisman
decided it was time to
put these strategies into
practice. She worked in
conjunction with Monica
Roa , a Colombian attorney
and programs di rector
for Women's Link, to
file a case cha llenging
Colombia's restrict ive
abortion law. At the time,
abortion was outlawed
under all circumstances,
even to save the life of a
woman, such as that of
Marta Zulay Gonzalez, a

34-year- old mother of four.
Diagnosed with ovarian
cancer when she was th ree
weeks pregnant, Zulay
Gonzalez was denied an
abort ion, causing her to
delay chemotherapy and
radiation. She died o nl y
one year later. Women's
Link filed a constitutional
chal lenge in Colomb ia on
behalf of the many women
who face a situat ion such
as Zulay Gonza lez's, and
two years lat er, a landmark
victory was attained
when the Colombian
court passed a law easing
restrictions on aborti on.
Since that his t o ric
ruling, Women's Link has
become an internationally
recognized player, with
a staff of eight and a full
slate o f global projects
"We see a need to
mainstream ge nde r in t o
hum an righ t s liti g at io n,"
says Waisman, "es pe cially
in te rms of grave vio la t io ns
such as genoci d e an d
crimes ag ainst humanity.
When you wo rk on human
rights iss ues, you are
swimming ups tre am. And
when you work on gende r
issues, you 're swimm ing
doubly hard . You have to
be an optimist to work in
this field , which, thankfully,
I am ."
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One is an environmental lawyer dedicated to fighting
global warming; the other is an innovator in intellectual
property strategies for life sciences companies. Meet
Andrew Serafini '98 and William Sloan '99-two lawyers
who are changing the way science impacts our daily lives.
ANDREW SERAFINI '98
Biotech Strat eg ist

B

y the time Andrew
Serafini '98 entered
Hastings, he already
had impressive credentials-including a PhD
in immunology from
Stanford and several
years' experience as
head teaching fellow with
renowned stem cell expert
Irving Weissman.
Often frustrated by
the disconnect he sensed
between the worlds of
science and business,
Serafini realized that a
law degree could help
him take his scientific
work to the next level.
"At Stanford, my lab was
involved in HIV research,
and we wanted to obtain
the r ights to use certain
drugs in clinical trials," he
says . " I saw a real need
for people with a legal
background in the life
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sciences, which is one
main reason I decided to
go to Hastings"
Nowa partner in the
intellectual property
group at Fenwick & West's
Seattle office, Serafini
specializes in patent
prosecution, due diligence,
and strategic intellectual
property counseling for life
sciences clients. " Fenwick
& West combines legal
expertise with knowledge
of high -tech life sciences,"
says Serafini. "It is a great
place to work because
clients spend zero time

MINDS

getting us up to speed
with their technology, and
we can solve technical
issues quickly."
Not only has Serafini
developed a thriving local
and national practice,
he is also in demand as
an adviser to emerging
life sciences companies
throughout the Pacific
Rim. Earlier this year, he
was invited to speak to a
group of high-tech and
biotech entrepreneurs in
Brunei, which he says was
an eye-opening experience.
"They did not know what
intellectual property
was," he says, "and they
were so thankful for the
knowledge."

He c re dits Hastings
with giving him the legal
baseline he needed t o
grow his practice, and
he is pleased to see how
the school continues to
take initiatives by work ing
with the local life sc ien ces
community. "Th e Bay
Area - Si licon Va lley is a
center of innovation in
the life sciences, and the
underlying legal issues at
play in th is community
are compelling It is great
to see the Hastings La w
and Bioscience Project,
led by Professor Robin
Feldman , co llaborate
with one of the premier
bioscience communities in
the country."

My Birthplace
My Business Travels 1!!Ll1!.!.!.~ _~WJ ~~~m!lJ ~m!ImlIiDJI~.t:J1:ij1iil'
My Other Degrees :
My Favorite Professors

I I

What Hastings Taught Me ll<![tillnm!E1l~.~Lm'[OOillJmIl~tmI!r1

My Interesting Travel Experience 8E~.~.Imn:Glti{!~m!mfiIl'!1!'lUIl'~!1'i1i.m'!mli:tl.Iml!WlB:mltiliImliJ:mm!l:iI!Im
My Careers Other Than Law ~~~ r:1i:ffil:[gimt!oo1]iiR!.lmI·ilmliI!1Dmtm!iI!lbm
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"If the U.S. signs
the cap and
trade program,
it is going to
be the invention of a whole
new economy,
on a scale that
we have never
seen in historyall based on
the desire to
improve the
environment. "

t seems that ever since
AI Gore appeared in
An Inconvenient Truth,
phrases like "g lobal warm ing," "climate change," and
"green is the new black"
have taken over the lexi con. It's a great time to be
working on environmental
issues-just ask William
Sloan '99 .
"The mixture of
raised environmental
consciousness and having
industry, environmental
groups, and government
focused on the same goal
is exciting," says Sloan.
"People share a desire to
do something good for
the environment. and that
trickles down to the whole
clean-tech movement."
Sloan is one of the
people driving the
conservation revolution.
As an attorney at the
San Francisco office of
Morrison & Foerster, Sloan
is deeply committed to
fighting climate change.
In particular, he has
worked on the Clean
Development Mechanism
of the Kyoto Protocol and
in the voluntary offset
marketplace.
" I work on projects
designed to improve
the amount of carbon
emissions in the

atmosphere, either by
preventing emissions or
taking emissions out of
the atmosphere," Sloan
says. "If the United States
signs the cap and trade
program, it is going to be
the invention of a whole
new economy on a scale
that we have never seen
in history-all based on
the desire to improve the
environment."
In addition to his work
on climate control, Sloan
has also handled many
cases involving energy
and water resources, and
he's worked pro bono for
the Nature Conservancy
on fisheries.
" Environmental law is
wonde rful, " says Sloan.
"It can take us outside
our offices to fields,
coastlines, rivers. And
there's no better place to
practice environmental
law than California, which
has robust laws. I can't
imagine a better place to
do this work."
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et Emi Gusukuma '97
ta lking about one of
her favorite subjectspublic service-and she
positively brims with
can - do optimism . " Public
service is a value I hold
dear," she says, "and I'm
excited by the prospect of
what to do next."
Not that she hasn't
already cont ributed
plenty t o the public
good. Her resume is full
of volunteer activity and
pro bono work-all of
which she manages to
do while maintaining a
busy practice at Haas &
Najarian, specializing in
employment law.
From volunteering
for the Employment Law
Center's Workers' Rights
Clin ic to serving on San
Fran cisco's Immigrant
Rights Commission, she
has been pursuing social
justice for years. Currently,
she is five years into her

term on San Francisco's
Ethics Commission; for
two of those years she
served as chairperson, the
youngest person ever to
hold the posit ion .
She credits Hastings
with giving her the
foundation she needed
both for her ful l-t ime

practice and her afterhours work . She mentions
professors Park, Diamond,
and Keane as remarkable
instructors, but it was the
Civil Justice Clinic that had
a transformative impact
on her life. "When I started
there, I felt like I'd come
home," she remembers.
"It was where I learned
how to be a lawyer."
Since graduating, she has
remained actively involved
with Hastings as a guest
lecturer at the clinic and an
adjunct professor in 2003.
As an employment
litigator at Haas & Najarian,
Gusukuma says she
handles a demanding
workload due to the
rising number of job
losses and cutbacks. "I
advise employers on how
to deal with workplace
issues, such as leave
laws, termination , and
severance," she explains.
"I've also practiced
employment law from the
employee side, so I can
offer a perspective from
both viewpoints And with
the way things have been
going , I'm really busy now."

What Drives Me My passion for public service
My Hometown I grew up
in Los Angeles but was
born in Japan.
My Age A begrudging 38

ERIC CASHER '06
Called to Leadership

W

hen opportunity knocked for
Eric Casher '06 during
the run-up to the 2008
presidential primaries, he
answered - big time. In his
efforts to support Barack
Obama, Casher rose
through the ranks as a
fundraiser and field o rga nizer to an appointment
to the National Finance
Committee for the Obama
campaign.
His accomplishments
as a first-t ime campaigner
were impressive
considering he was also
successfully juggling
responsibilities as an
associate in Howrey's
construction prac t ice. "I
love practicing law, love
being an attorney," he
says, "bu t I also like to do
political work on t he side
that has an impact on
people's lives."
That strong
commitment to socia l
justice, an undeniable
ability to engage and
motivate colleagues,
plus seemingly endless

energy have been the
engine driving Casher's
achievements-in law
sc hool and si nce . Dur ing
his tenu re as editor in
chief of Hastings' budding
Race and Poverty Law
Journal, "we addressed
legal issu es that affected
underrepresented
commu nities, " he recalls .
"I learn ed about being a
leader and always wanted
everyo ne on the journal to
feel like they were making
a difference ." Casher called
on those same organizing
skills as Northern
California coordinator
of Young La wye rs for
Obama. "I put together a
list of everybody I knew,
including Hastings alumni,
and encouraged them
to spread the word and
take part in this historic
campaign."
At Howrey, Casher's
caseload includes pro
bono work and spans the
spectrum of constructionrelated matters. "I enjoy
complex litigation
because the lega l issues

are challenging," he says,
pOinting out a complicated
construction defects
case in w hich he secured
a multimillion-dollar
settlement. " I also enjoy
the collegial aspect of
private practice-within the
firm and when interacting
with oppos ing counsel."
Bu sy as he is, Casher
st ill f ind s time to sit on the
boards of Coro and Global
Excha nge, and chairs
a young professionals'
finance committee that
supports Kamala Harris
'89 's campaign for
California attorney general.
The take-home
message of his recent
experiences? "It's made
me realize the impact
that my demographic
and generation can have.
Pooling our energy and
resources, we can change
the direction of this state
and country."

~

My Age 31
My Mentor at Hastings
Jan Jemison, Legal
Education Opportunity
Program
How I Do It All Actually,
I'm burning the candle
at both ends. But I'd be
cheating myself if I didn't .
It's an exciting time.

WebExtra
Visit magazine.uchastings.edu to learn more about Eric
Casher's recent State Department trips to Africa.
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CORPORATE
GURUS
Big-picture thinkers Scott Sher '97 and
Albert Liu '97 are business visionaries
at the top of their games.
My Birthplace Mainland China
What Hastings Taught Me The importance of adhering to a moral compass

My Age 36
My Mentors Toni Young, John Diamond
What I Loved About Hastings The Moot
Court program. It gave me confidence that I
did not have before.
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" I 'm interested in the
purity of facts, as
opposed to the contentiousness of litigation," says
Scott Sher '97. "So, I looked
for a firm where I could
practice antitrust and maintain a very pure practice."
That firm would prove
to be Wilson Sonsini,
where Sher has worked
since 1999. With a client
list that reads like a who's
who of Silicon ValleyGoogle, Apple, Genentech,
Hewlett-Packard - Wilson
Sonsini is one of the top
tech -oriented firms in
the country At the time
Sher joined the Palo Alto
firm, multimillion-dollar
IPOs were its focus. When
the dot-com bust forced
Wilson Sonsini to downsize,
Sher saw a golden
opportunity to build up the
firm's antitrust practice.

"Back then, we
had a small antitrust
department," he says. "And
I saw that we needed a
presence in Washington,
D.C., where the regulators
are, to be competitive."
In 2004, Sher put
together a business plan
for establishing an office in
the nation's capital "I sent
it to the CEO," says Sher.
"He called me the next day
and said, 'Let's do itl'
" Here 's what's cool
and why I will never leave
this firm," adds Sher.
"They trusted a six-year
associate to come up with
a plan, and they gave
me the infrastructure
to build it. They have an
entrepreneurial spirit."
Under Sher's watch,
Wilson Sonsini's antitrust
department has grown
to a team of some 30
attorneys. "My practice
is dynamic, and I get to
work with amazing clients,"
he says. "Law can be an
unforgiving profession, but
I am incredibly lucky."

~
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tories of wildly successful fresh-faced
world-beaters are common in the Internet age.
Mark Zuckerberg founded
Facebook as an undergrad.
Larry Page and Sergey Brin
founded Google in their
mid -twenties. During the
boom years, young attorneys rose through Silicon
Valley's ranks, too, but few
as quickly as Albert Liu ' 97.
Upon graduating
from Hastings, Liu, who

had previously worked
as a software engineer,
landed a job with the New
York firm of Sullivan &
Cromwell. Based in its Los
Angeles office, he worked
on public offerings for
clients in Silicon Valley. At
the young age of 27, Liu
became general counsel
at one of these companies,
Turnstone Systems.
He soon went on to
another general counsel
position at Yipes Enterprise
Services, followed by four
years at Netgear.
In 2008, he jOined
VeriFone, a g lobal leader
in secure electronicpayment technologies As

senior vice president and
general counsel, Liu brings
extensive knowledge of
the complex reporting
requirements that public
companies face these days
"With the implementation
of Sarbanes-Oxley," says
Liu, "the general counsel
has a greater role in seeing
compliance with those
regulations."
Perhaps even more
significant. Liu brings
innovative thinking to the
table. "I work with the
management team to
find creative solutions to
business issues," he says. "I
am not just a legal counsel
but a business partner."

ONESTOWATCH__~____~~________~

Adel Aali ' 99
Tamarin Adair '06
Simona Agnolucci '06
Gil Alvandi '04
Jennie Anderson '99
Josh Arce '00
Lia Arnold '99
Robert Bader '04
Khaldoun Baghdadi '97
Nate Ballard ' 99
Sarah Beard '05
Na 'il Benjamin '05
David Berry '95
Adrienne Bloch '01
Aldon Bolanos '04
Nate Bruno '03
Alyson Cabrera '02
Ted Carlblom ' 97
Roger Chan '98
Cara Cupp '01
Tara Desautels '97
Ro xann e Diaz '95
Elton Dodson '0 3
Mike Dundas '03
Cam illa Eng '01
To dd Eske r '0 2

Kathryn Evans '05
Armand Feliciano '01
Jean-Pierre Francillette '97
Zia Gheewalla '08
Matt Gluck '02
Penny Godbold '03
Vernon Goins ' 97
Christine Gonong '02
Amy Harrington '05
Scott Hennigh '96
Alyson Huber '99
Jonathan Hughes '96
Damon Juha '04
Angie Junck '04
Mark Keam '95
Moe Keshavarzi '02
Raymond Kong '02
Lana Kre idie '04
Matthew Lab '01
Phil Ladew '01
Natalie Leona rd '04
Dav id Lim '99
Tamara Loughrey '03
Da niel Luna '07
Cecil y Ma k '01
Bra d Ma rsh '03

Brigid Martin '03
Jose Luis Martin '99
Kristin Mateer '97
Florence McClain '99
Peter Meringolo '98
Connie Merriet '02
Nema Milaninia '07
Richard Mitchell '98
Melanie Mito-May ' 96
Andrew Nelson '97
Steve Ngo '04
Minh Nguyen '02
John Andrew Niedrick ' 98
Ross Oliver '04
Nader Pakfar '00
Angie Perone '06
Nicole Perroton '04
Adante Pointer '03
Ma x well Pritt '07
Laudan Raissi '98
Matthew Richards '99
Briana Rosenbaum '04
George Rush '00
John Sanchez '01
Tamara Schane '01
Lauren Schoenthaler '95

Hina Shah '95
Neil Shah '99
Ellen Shin '99
Nathan Shinn '01
Charles Smiley '97
Nicole Solis '95
Sarah Solomon '01
Mark Spolyar '96
Scott Steiner '99
Malathy Subramanian '99
Paul Svitenko '99
Ryan Takemoto '02
Mark Talamantes '95
Lisa Tan '03
Roland Tellis ' 96
Tim Terry '99
Paul Thorndal ' 95
Alberto Torrico ' 95
Felicia Vallera ' 98
Sheena Wadhawan '06
Feli x Woo '99
Marcus Wu ' 97
Mark Yates '01
Jolene Yee '96
Sara Zalkin '02
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PI O NEERING
THREE YOUNG FACULTY
MEMBERS ARE MAK ING

INSPIRED CONTRIBUTIONS
TO LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP.

INTERNATIONAL EXPLORER
+ Chimene Keitner
Associate Professor of Law

I

f Chimene Keitner' s
curiosity about interna tiona l issues got a jump
start in her childhood, it
was fue led by her academic training - including
a JD from Yale and a
doctorate from Oxford in
international relations and her subsequent legal
work. She has served as
a consultant for agencies of the United Nations
and European governments, and supported
human rights initiatives,
including cases with the
American Civil Liberties
Union and Human Rights
First. Just before joining
the Hastings faculty, she
was in private practice at
Lieff Cabraser Heimann &
Bernstein.
28
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My background My mom

is Canadian, and my dad
is a Hungarian refugee
who came here after the
1956 revolution. Growing
up in Canada made me
interested in questions of
national identity
My post-law school clerkship For the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court
of Canada. It was great
exposure to a different
legal culture and opened
up areas for my research.
My international consultat ions Before I began
teaching, I worked on
national self-determination issues. In that
capacity, I've consulted
with UNESCO and also

with Greenland and the
Faroese Is lands, both
of which are part of the
Danish realm and were
exploring options for
greater autonomy.
My current human

rights pursuits I work
on amicus briefs for the
Center for Justice and
Accountability. There has
been a rise In attempts

PRO FESSO RS

by torture victims to use
civil litigation as a way
of getting vindication
and closure. They are
not usually successfu l at
getting money damages,
but the cases are symbolically important And
the individuals involved
have found the process
extremely empowering.

One of the things I like
about teaching at Hastings
I can examine legal ques tions in more depth than I
could in day-to-day litigation. At the same time, I try
to choose issues that have
contemporary relevance.
Some law schools put too
much emphasis on theory
and others don't put
enough. Hastings strikes a
nice balance.

Some praise from my
students A number of
them - male and femalehave said they appreciate
my example of combining
a law career with a family.

+
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>+ Dorit Rubinstein Reiss
Associate Professor of Law

W

henever Dorit
Rubinstein Reiss
discusses rule making and regulations,
she reveals a devotion
to the subject matter
that is undeniable - and
engaging. "Bureaucracy
defines all of our lives,
practically everything we
do," says Reiss, whose
expertise includes public
administration and public
law, utilities regulation,
comparative legal systems, and courts and
politics "It's a difficult
job to govern the modern state, and I'm curious
about what makes it work
better and what makes it
work less well." A native
of Israel, Reiss received
her LLB magna cum laude
from Hebrew University
In Jerusalem. Her PhD IS
from the Jurisprudence
and Social Policy Program
at the University of
California , Berkeley.
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What inspired me to
teach During mandatory
military service in Israel,
I was assigned to teach
Hebrew to new immigrants from Ethiopia So,
basically, I've been teaching since I was 18. I really
enjoy it.
Which of my courses I
like most Everyone of
them. In my torts class,
for example, first-year
students come in with
a lot of enthusiasm, a
strong belief in justice,
and a desire to know
how the law works. My
administrative law course
is closely related to my
research. And when I
discuss comparative law,
I not only introduce students to different ways of
making law but also have
them consider underlying
justifications and values.
In all my classes, I try to
integrate my experiences
with other systems-both

in Israel and Europe, with
which I'm familiar.
My current research One
paper I'm working on
looks at how regulators
learn from their mistakes.
Another project called
"Account Me In" looks
at the accountability of
administrative agencies.
I've fantasized about
undertaking a big project
that would investigate rule
making in every country
across the world.
New directions at
Hastings that I applaud
We've hired people who
do comparative work,

which makes Hast ings
more cosmopolitan and
allows us to give students
more contact with scho lars and practitioners from
abroad.
My languages English,
Hebrew, French, a little bit
of Russian, and a smattering of others.
How I kick up my heels
I used to do Irish dancing
regularly but haven't done
it in a while. Now, I really
enjoy swing dancing. +
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+ Hadar Aviram Associate Professor of Law

A

rmed with expertise
in the criminal justice
system, Hadar Aviram
brings heartfelt commitment to her interactions
with students and colleagues, on campus and
beyond. "I love look ing at
the criminal justice system
through the prism of
empirica l research-seeing
what actual ly happens,
rather than simply exploring doctrinal questions,"
says Aviram. "Hastings is
a wonderful environment.
Being exposed to pol icy

making in the criminal
justice and correctional
systems is inspiring."
Courses taught Criminal
procedure, socio logy of
the criminal justice system, criminal procedure:
the adjudicative process,
theoretical criminology.
Forthcoming publication A book with Malco lm
Fee ley-a scholar and
mentor at UC Berkeleyabout the histo r y of
female criminality.
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Focus of my blog Blogs
are hugely Important,
especially If you're talking about generating real
action in the real world.
We started the California
Corrections Crisis blog
a few months before
organizing a conference
this spring on the state's
correctional system. We
looked at what's going
on-prisons at 200 percent
capacity, abominable standards of care, high rates
of recidivism. We need to
retool prisons as an instrument of hope I want the
conference and the blog to
contr ibute to that.
My training LLB, magna
cum laude, MA in c r im ino logy, summa cum
laude, Hebrew Un iversity,
Jerusa lem; PhD in juris prudence and social
policy, UC Berkeley.
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My previous posts I was
a mi litary defense attorney in the Israel Defense
Forces, defend ing so ldiers
in military courts and
before the Israeli Supreme
Court, and I participated
in legislative initiatives
concerning the crim ina l
process and human rights.

o
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My avocations I am a
faculty advisor of Lega l
Notes, Hastings' classi cal music group. I also
sing alto with the San
Francisco Bach Choir. +
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WebExtra
Visit magazine.uchastings.edu to
ask Professor Aviram questions
about CrIminal law.
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THE

HASTINGS

LAW JOURNAL
TURNS

FOR MORE THAN HALF A
CENTURY, THE PRESTIGIOUS
PUBLICATION HAS SET
THE STANDARD IN LEGAL
SCHOLARSHIP.

~>

The Hastings Law
Joumal published its
first issue 60 years ago
and remains one of the
premier law journals
in the nation today.
Boasting 90 to 100
members annually, the
Hastings Law Journal

requires that students
undergo a stringent
selection process and
writing competition
for the opportunity to
work on some of the
most noteworthy legal
scholarship in the
country.
Editor-in -Chief
Jesse Basbaum '10

says that in addition to helping him
improve his editing
and writing skills , the
Hastlngs Law Joumal
;32
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plays a significant
role in shaping laws
and legal practice. Its
600 subscribers span
the globe and include
many universities, law
firms, and courts.
The Hastings
Law Joumal prints six
issues each year, one
of which is dedicated
to its annual symposium. Recent topics
include "Consumers
in the Digital Age,"
analyzing the intersection between law,
technological innovation, and consumer
protection; and "25
Years After Watergate,"
studying the impact
of legal ethics and the
investigation of public
corruption. This year,

journal members are
tackling topics like
the Supreme Court's
interpretation of the
Employee Retirement
Income Security Act,
the use of the choiceof-law doctrine in
cross-border torts, and
trends in the application of hearsay law
during trial.
The Hastings Law
Joumal community is
tight-knit, consisting
both of current members and alumni. Senior Managing Editor
Geoffrey Moore '10

adds, "We hold alumni
mixers throughout the
year to update alumni
on our work, introduce
the new staff, and
celebrate the outgoing

third-years. Alumni
also give fi nancially
to support our annual
symposium."
Basbaum says, "I
value my involvement
with the Hastings Law
Joumal because I can
take part in publishing compelling legal
scholarship, and I learn
valuable professional
skills. We handle complex projects with tight
deadlines, carefully
assess thousands of
articles, and conduct
meticulous research
during our edits. In all
that we do, we strive
to uphold the tradition
of excellence that has
epitomized the Hastings Law Joumal for
the past 60 years."

Jason Yoo is a patent

attorney with Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company's North American office in San Jose. He

NEWS ABOUT YOUR CLASSMATES AND COLLEAGUES

says, "I enjoy traveling and
backpacked in Australia and
New Zealand this year. I am

Matthew V isick is an
associate in McDonough
Holland & Allen's Oakland

office and practices in the
public law group. - An
associate at Bryan Cave's
Irvine office, Nikol Kim
bought a house in Orange
County and married John
Fisher, a Google software engineer. - Jerome
Pandell is an associate
at Pandell Law Firm in
Walnut Creek, where he
practices civil litigation
with a focus on professional
liability defense of design
professionals. His mother,
Jane Curran Pandell '81 ,

is principal of the firm.
Politically active, Jerome
served as a delegate to the
2009 California Democratic Party Convention
and supports Mayor Gavin

message in Volume 35 of

where he works as counsel

looking forward to biking
in the Alps on an upcoming

the H astings Constitutional
Law Quarterly, which
Sonya decoded in four
weeks . "We met eight years

for the Assembly Judiciary
Committee. "I feel for-

trip." - A patent litigator
at Alston & Bird, Augie

tunate to have a job that
combines the best parts
of legal research and pure

Rakow is launching a Clean

ago as undergraduates at
the University of Michigan
and have survived a crosscountry move, a bar review
summer in Mongolia, and
now law school," writes
Andrew. They currently
live in Oakland. - An
associate at Farella Braun
+ Martel, Nell Clement
is in the business litigation and white collar crime
department. - A ri elle
Harris is an associate in
the public law department
of McDonough Holland
& Allen's Oakland office.
- Anthony Lew and his
wife live in Sacramento,

policy making," he writes,
"which I owe all to my
participation in the Hastings Legislation Clinic.
Sacramento has a lot of
charm, a lower cost of living, and is just 90 minutes
from San Francisco. I can
work a full day and still be
in the Mission for dinner!"
- An associate at Farella
Braun + Martel, Amber
Chrystal practices business litigation and insur
ance coverage. - Dia Montecillo is an assistant pub-

lic defender in Pittsburgh.

Newsom's gubernatorial

Tech Thought Leaders program, a series of events that
he chairs for the Harvard
Club of San Francisco. He
also writes a newsletter on
Japanese patent law. - Dirk
Anderson-Burley is clerking in the federal district
court of Houston and will
move to Los Angeles next
year to clerk for the Ninth
Circuit. "I intend to work
as a trial lawyer after my
clerkships," he says. "I am
enjoying my Texas clerkship, as it has allowed me
to discover more about
America, which I moved to
in 2004. I've met many fine
people, enjoy local cultural
events, and like to keep in
touch with fellow Hast-

campaign and the con-

ings alums." - Nick Jones

gressional campaign of

works on large-scale renew-

Assem blywom an Joan
Buchanan. - Gurs immar

able energy infrastructure
finance deals and ran the

Sib ia is in the middle of

L.A. Marathon.

a two-year term as an
attorney-adviser for an
administrative law judge. -

After spending over a year

A ndrew Ziaja and Sonya

with Morrison & Foerster,
Travi s Neal joined Neal
& Associates, a small firm

Pa lay '09 were married at

a ceremony in downtown
Detroit. Andrew proposed
to Sonya via a coded secret
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Nikol Kim '08 and John Fisher; Augie Rakow '07

specializing in estate planning, probate litigation, and

{ CLASS NOTES }

small bu siness fo rm ation. Joshua Caditz left Bos ton
and the U.S. E PA to move
to Santa Barbara, where
he joined the Palad in L aw
Group, an enviro nmental
boutique . ow married,
Joshu a coaches mock trial
and teaches history at a
local high school in his
spare time. - As a legislative assistant fo r Senator
Jeff M erkley of Oregon,
Andy Green covers the
Banking Committee, the
Budget C ommittee, trade,
taxes , and small bu siness.
- Yolanda Manzone is
an associate with H anson
Bridgett, focusing on sustainability issues and green
building development. She
was the fi rs t Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
D esig n accredited professional at her firm and completed an executive MBA
in sustainable management
from the Presidio School of
M anagement.

A s a prosecutor with the
Santa Barbara County
District Attorney's Office,

married in Carmel over
Me morial D ay weekend .
A ndrew is an assoc iate at
Bingham McCutchen, and
E lizabeth is an assoc iate
with Goodwi n Proc ter.

a boutique firm in Pleasant Hill , where she practices
estate planning . She says , " I love small firm practice

the Practice of Copyright

and am grateful to have

L aw, by Meaghan Kent ,

found a firm that will men -

was published by O xford
University Press. - Carrey
Wong works in the Self
Help Center at the Pasadena courthouse, which is
a hybrid proj ect with the
court, focused on broadening legal services to the
A sian Pacific Islander
community. - "I was cocounsel in a capital trial
in the U.S . District C ourt

tor me . My husband, Kern ,

for the E astern District
of New York in which the
jury returned a life verd ict,"
writes Zoe Dolan .

Ryan Lapine was elected to
the C alifornia Bar A ssociation's C ommittee of the Bar
Examiners, which rules on
moral character applicants
to the Bar, oversees the

Santa M aria Valley. Andrew Ell swo rth were

Sharmi la Si ngh '06 is an associate at Acuna & Casas,

- An Associate's Guide to

N ick Sm ith h andles cases
ranging fro m misdemea nors to serious felonies ,
overseeing trials, petitions,
and hearings. Nick is on
the executive board of the
Santa Barbara C ounty
D eputy District Attorney's
A ssociation. H e and his
wife, Alliso n, live in the
Elizabeth Stone and

Law in the Family

Stacie Smiley '04, Damon Juha '04,
and daughte r Addison

is thriving in law school
and never shows any signs
of stress . When he is not
studying, we cook, take
weekend getaways, host
friends, and dream about
upcoming vacations!"

drafting and grading of the
C alifornia Bar Exam , and
swears new attorneys into
the Bar. H e is an associate
in the Los A ngeles office
of Tucker Ellis & W est,
where he practices business
litigation. - Super L awyers named Damon Juha
a Rising Star. D amon is
an associate at Freeman
Freeman & Smiley where
his practice focuses on real
estate transactions . H e lives
in Los A ngeles with his
wife , Stacie Smiley, and
their daughter, Addison.
- Jason Holder works at
Remy Thomas Moose &
Ma nley, a boutique fi rm in
Sacramento. H is practice
foc uses on writ litigation, primarily concerning
alleged violations of the
C alifornia E nvironmental
Qy ality Act, and he has
represented public agen-

cies and private developers
before trial and appellate
courts th ro ughout the state.
Super L awyers selected
Jason as a Rising Star.
H e and his wife , Shilpa
Kumbhani, were just married . - A n associate at Rao
Ongaro Burtt & Tiliakos,
Jonmi Koo focuses on
intellectual property, general comm ercial, and labor
and employment litigation.
- Anna Garbe r works at
the W est Palm Beach firm
Powers M cNali s Torres &
Teebagy, which concentrates its work on insurance
defense litigation. She has
a baby girl named Evalyn
Sophia Tonos. - "I have
a baby daughter named
A nna Juliette A bbas, who
is wonderful, healthy, and
beautiful," writes A nca
Rusu . "For the time being,

I decided to put my career
UC HASTINGS
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on hold and am enjoying
being a mom." - Ba rb i

for Offenders, a division
of the Texas Depart-

Ap pe lq ui st has a daughter
named Samantha Beth

ment of Criminal Justice,
which represents indigent
incarcerated offenders in

Gardner. - A senior attorney in the home entertainment group of Paramount
Pictures Corporation, Eric

a variety of legal matters,"
says Rachelle Nicolette
Robles. Her husband,

Han lives in Los Angeles

Lawrence Ray Buchanan

with his wife and dog. Steve Ngo was elected as
a trustee to the Commu-

Jr., is an assistant professor
at the University of Texas,
Austin.

nity College Board for San
Francisco. - Jeremy Sirota
works at WarneriElektral
Atlantic in New York and

"It has been a quick six years

was previously employed
at Morrison & Foerster. "My husband, James, and

since graduation, probably
because my wife and I have
had four children since,"
writes Benjamin Peeler.

I have a son named J aden
Wyatt Simmons, who is
such a joy," says Markecia
Simmons . Markecia works

"One girl and three boys,
and we are expecting two
more this month for a grand
total of six. I enjoy practic-

for the San Diego City
Attorney's Office and her

ing tax law and work at the
Office of Chief Counsel for
the Internal Revenue Ser-

husband works for the San
Diego District Attorney's
Office. - Dan iel and Moira
Duvernay were married
last fall. - "I am a staff
attorney in the appellate
section of the State Counsel

vice. We moved to Houston
to follow my wife's family to
Texas and love it!" - Bingham McCutchen awarded
Duff Beach its 2008 Keta
Taylor Colby Pro Bono

Rya n Lap ine '04; Jaden Wyatt Simmons, son of Markecia Simmons '04

Award. - An associate at
Foley & Mansfield, Arturo
Sandova l was elected president of the San Francisco
La Raza Lawyers Association for the 2010-2011
term. He is the production
editor for New Matter,
the official publication of
the Intellectual Property
Law Section of the State
Bar of California, which
published his article, "HIt
Ain't Broke .. ." Arturo was
also selected as a Rising
Star by Super Lawyers.
- Rebekah Jackson
Sapirstein opened her own
law practice, which specializes in estate planning,
trust, and probate adminis-

Literary Counsel

business conduct attorney
for the Cardiopulmonary
Therapeutic Area," writes
Seong Seo. "My husband,
Jeff, and I live in Menlo
Park with our cat, Richie
Rich." - Heather Hua and
Vu Nguyen got married
last November in Orange
County. In attendance
were many Hastings
alumni, including Jailuk
Owan Parrino and her
daughter, Natalie; Cindy
Ch iang ; John Auyong ;
Christ ine Gonong ; Grace
Cheung ; Rose Luzon;
Dom inic Klisura '01 ;

tration. - Of counsel in the

and Esther Klisura . -

Traverse City, Michigan,

As an associate at Littler,

office of Smith Haughey

Rossana Eltanal litigates

pre sident and genera l coun -

Rice & Roegge, Ellen Fred
practices land conserva-

wrongful termination,
discrimination, harassment,

tion law, tax law, and estate

wage and hour, retalia-

online home of t he literary

planning.
community. His wife is Ivory

tion, and breach of contract
claims on behalf of employ-

Madison. He also trained for
and nearly mad e the 2008

J osue Villa Ita and his wife,

Olympic rowing team.

Marsha, welcomed their
son, Joel Antonio, in April.
He says, "Joel and big sister,

FALL 2009

- "I joined Gilead's legal
affairs department as its

Abe Mertens ' 03 is vice

sel of redroom.co m, th e
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Olivia (2) are doing great!"

ers. - Da n Pollack is legal
counsel at the Society of
Composers, Authors and
Music Publishers of Canada in Toronto. "Despite
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the winters," he says, "I
am happy to be back home
and enjoy working in the
music world." - The Board
of Bay Area Lawyers for
Individual Freedom elected
Robert August ine Depew

to its membership. He is a
managing director in Major
Lindsey & Africa's San
Francisco office.

Douglas Skene Rohrer

and Mary Fontamillas were
married at Skene Castle,
Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
in the spring. - As special
counsel at Farella Braun
+ Martel's San Francisco
office, Patrick McKinney

practices construction and
insurance coverage law. Mark Seifert and his wife,
Suzanne Pyatt, have a son
named Eli Robin Seifert. Sonnenschein elevated
Katherine Evans to partner
in its San Francisco office.
She is a member of the insurance regulatory practice and

focuses on regulatory matters
and appellate work on behalf
of insurance companies and
indu stry organizations. Ma i Vu write s, "After taking a few years off to spend
time with my daughters,
ages five and two, I am
now working as in-house
counsel for Bandai, a Japanese toy and video game
company. I would love to
hear from friends I've lost
touch with or from fellow
alumni in the toy and
video game industry." - A
senior counsel at Hanson
Bridgett's San Francisco
office, Kymberli Nathan
is a member of the firm's
construction and litigation
practice groups. - "My wife,
Liu Rui, and I live in Phoenix and have been blessed
with a baby girl named
Wendy Liu Bin Gluski," says
Michael Gluski, a senior
associate at Lewis Brisbois
Bisgaard & Smith.

Jailuk O wan Parrino '02 and daughter; Cindy Ch iang '02; Vu Nguyen;
Heath e r Hu a '02; John A uyong '02; Christine Gonong '02; Grace
Cheung '02; Ro se Luzon '02; Dominic Klisura '01; Esther Klis ura '02

The Boston office of Nutter McClennen & Fish
elected Mel issa Sampson
McMorrow partner. She
practices in the firm's tax
department. - Aaron
Cronan lives in Portland
with his wife, Francesca.
He recently obtained his
Oregon law license and
specializes in e-discovery,
information security, and
privacy law. Aaron writes
that he enjoys working at
Fios, a top-tier e-discovery
service provider. - "I am
a project manager with
a telecommunications
consulting company, which
provides flexibility and
time with my daughter,"
says Tawni Parr. "Hello to
Sarah Zimmerman '02 !" -

The Lawyers' Committee
for Civil Rights of the San
Francisco Bay Area recognized Allison Schutte for
her pro bono contributions
to civil rights advocacy,
bestowing her with the
James Caleshu Award. A
partner at Hanson Bridgett,
Allison is a member of the
firm's public agency practice
group. - Stacie Goeddel
was elevated to partner
at Holland & Knight's
San Francisco office. She
practices in the areas of
hospitality and real estate
development and finance,
representing clients in the
development of mixed-use
resort projects and in the
acquisition and financing
of commercial real estate.
Stacie and her husband,
Mike Etheridge, have two

children, Madeline (5) and
Griffin (2).

A professor at Capital
University Law School in
Columbus, Ohio, Reg ina
Burch was appointed to the
board of the State Teachers Retirement System of
Ohio by Governor Ted
Strickland. She serves
as an investment expert
on the board. - Sabine
Webb opened her own
firm, the Law Offices of
Sabine Webb & Associates, in Walnut Creek. She
practices family law, mediation, and trust and estate
planning. - San Francisco's
Peterson Martin & Reynolds made Nina Reynolds ,
who practices real estate
and general business litigation, a named partner of the
firm. Last summer, Nina
married her longtime partner, Wendy Millar. They
have two shih tzus, Sophie
and Scarlet. - "I recently
moved to Ramstein Air
Force Base in Germany,"
writes Bruce Cox, "and am
an operations law attorney at the 3rd Air Force
Legal Office." - Spencer
Martinez is an attorney at
Ropers Majeski Kohn &
Bentley in San Francisco.
Also licensed to practice in
Nevada, Spencer has built
a multistate practice in
general litigation with an
emphasis on copyright law,
focused on online and digital media. He scuba dives,
surfs, and DJ's in his spare
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Environmental Interest
Osha Meserve '99 is a shareholder with Soluri

assistant general counsel at
the State Bar of California.
- Jose Luis Martin is a

partner in Squire Sand-

Meserve, a small environmental law firm in Sacra -

ers & Dempsey's Palo

mento. She says, " I enjoy the autonomy and flex ibil-

Alto office. He practices

ity of owning my own business , and practice what
I think is the most interesting area of the law." She

and trade secret matters. -

and

A partner in Jeffer Mangels
Butler & Marmaro's San

her

husband,

Luc as,

live in Fa ir Oaks with their
two children, Asher (7) and
Olivia (5) .

time. - Kerr & Wagstaffe
elevated Adrian Sawyer
to partner. His practice
focuses on shareholder
disputes, unfair competition cases, SEC enforcement matters, employment discrimination,
and wage-and-hour class

intellectual property and
complex business litigation,
with an emphasis in patent

Jeannie is a member of the
firm's corporate group and
advises private and public
companies on mergers and

Francisco office, Victor
Shum is based in the firm's
corporate department.
- Vi-Chin Ho, a partner
at Manatt's Los Angeles
office, worked pro bono on
two cases with the Public
Law Center, in which two

Jessica Reed '98, with husband
Alex and son Jasper

in San Francisco. Together
they have a baby daughter, Ava. - Counsel with
Tucker Ellis & West's San
Francisco office, Rebecca
Biernat works in the firm's
trial department, practicing in the areas of medical,

acquisitions, joint ventures,
and other strategic transac-

women fled persecution in
Tibet, seeking asylum in
the U.S. Both women were

pharmaceutical, mass tort,
and product liability. Jessica Reed is a sen ior

tions. - Based in the Tokyo

granted asylum .

legal analyst with the
California Coastal Commission in its San Francisco
headquarters. "I live in

office of JPMorgan Chase
Bank, Miwako Ogawa
is the executive director

A partner at Davis Wright
Tremaine's Los Angeles
office, Emilio Gonzalez

Alameda with my husband,
Alex, and our two-year-old

focuses on employment and
commercial litigation. He
and his wife, Sandra Fal-

son, Jasper, who keeps us
very busy. Every once in a
while, we make time for

chetti, celebrated the fourth
birthday of their son,
Tomas Emilio, and their

outings to Sonoma, Paso
Robles, or the coast." A shareholder at Littler

for President Obama's

daughter, Isabella Zaida,

Mendelson's San Fran-

campaign locally and in
Carson City. "Politics is my

turns three this November. "I hosted a mixer for

Vandall litigates complex

actions. - Jay Jackman
works as an expert witness
in criminal cases, with an

of the legal department.
- Nathaniel Pollack is a

emphasis on homicide,
capital homicide, and death

student in digital video arts
at Berkeley City College.

penalty appeals cases. He is
also involved in local Santa

- An attorney in the labor
and employment group at
Gordon & Rees, Heather
Irwin was most recently an

Clara County Democratic
politics and volunteered

cisco office, Matthew

passion, but Alyson Huber

Hastings Latino alumni in

gets the prize for her election to the California State

downtown Los Angeles,"
writes Emilio, "which was

A ssembly." - "I am moving

well attended." - Matthew

programs, and counsels

back to the States after

Hult is a partner at Orrick's

management on labor and
employment law issues. Ray Mandlekar is a partner
in the San Diego office
of Coughlin Stoia Geller
Rudman & Robbins.

living in South Korea for

Menlo Park office and

eight years," writes Regina

practices in the intellectual

Walton . - Orrick named

property group. His wife,
Elizabeth Falk, is an assis-

Jeannie Shin a partner in

its San Francisco office .
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Hey, OJ: Spencer Martinez '99

tant federal public defender

employment matters in
state and federal courts,
designs employee training
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James Smith , Damien
Lill is, and Martin Pith a are

celebrating the first-year
anniversary of their firm,
Smith Lillis Pitha, which
has offices in San Francisco
and Newport Beach. Since
starting the firm in May
2008, James, Damien, and
Martin have successfu lly
represented clients in business litigation and employment cases. - "After practicing with law firms for
11 years, I made the jump
and started my own Silicon
Valley estate planning
practice," writes Karen
Meckstroth . "I would be
happy to speak with other
Hastings grads who are
thinking of going solo. Feel
free to check out my blog,
meckstrothlaw.com." Hasan Shafiqullah works
in the immigration law unit
at the Legal Aid Society
of New York, following his
12 years of work in eviction defense. - A partner
at the Menlo Park office
of Perkins Coie, Scott
Joachim practices private
equity and mergers and

acquisition transactions.
- Celia Szczuka is the

real estate, and distressed
asset transactions," writes

director of legal affairs at
Prometheus Laboratories,

Kim Tung . - Jasmin

a specialty pharmaceutical
and diagnostic company in
San Diego. She says, "It's a
great company, and I learn
someth ing new every day.
This fall, my husband and I
celebrate our 10th anniversary, my daughter will
start kindergarten, and
my son will be in second
grade." - Ballet San Jose
appointed Stephanie
Ziesel its new executive
director. - Paul Shorstein
started his own firm,
Shorstein & Lasnetski, last
year. The firm specializes in
criminal defense, personal
injury, and commercial
litigation matters in Florida
and Georgia. His dad is
now a member of the firm,
after serving as a state
attorney for 18 years. - "I
have moved to the Shanghai office of Troutman
Sanders to handle local
and cross-border mergers
and acquisitions, venture
capital and private equity,

Darznik received her PhD
in English from Princeton
University and is joining
the facu lty of Washington
and Lee University in fall
2010. Her forthcoming
book, The Good Daughter, is
the story of four generations of her family's life in
Iran and America. - As a
counsel in Drinker Biddle's
San Francisco office, Fey
Epling practices in the
firm's labor and employment group, handling a
wide range of business and
commercial litigation in
state and federal courts. Sonia Martin was among
the lawyers named by the
Daily Journal in the "Top
20 Under 40" supplement.
- A partner in Covington
& Burling's San Francisco
office, Michael Markman
practices technology litigation with a focus on patent,
copyright, and trade secret
matters for clients in the
software and telecommunications industries. -

Xayla Jade, daughter of Jean-Pierre
Francillette ' 97

Vladimir Belo was certified

as a specialist in appellate
law by the Ohio State Bar
Association. He is a partner
with the Ohio law firm of
Bricker & Eckler. - Based
in Shanghai, Kit Kwok is
a partner in DLA Piper's
corporate practice. - Craig
Enochs was named in Best
Lawyers in America for the
field of derivatives law. A
partner in the Houston
office ofJackson Walker,
Craig represents companies in deregulated energy
transactions. He was also
selected to the "Professionals on the Fast Track" by H
Texas Magazine. - "I had a
baby named Amelia Harlan
Kline and was promoted to
counsel at Skadden Arps,"
says Elizabeth Harlan .

Alicia Gonzales is the

managing partner of
Dorian & Gonzales, a
law firm that specializes
in insurance coverage and
insurance coverage litigation. She and her husband,
Author Jasmin Darznik ' 97; firm partners James Smith ' 97, Damien Lillis '97, and Martin Pitha '97
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James Tomeo, have two
girls, Alex (7) and Sophia
(3). - An enforcement
attorney with the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency in San Francisco, Rich Campbell was
reappointed a planning
commissioner for the
City of Pacifica. He has
two children, seven-yearold Teresa (aka "Reese")

star.' He simply answered,
'Daddy, I am already a

long-term care planning,
and trust administrations

Washington. His practice
focuses on federal and civil

for the firm. Steven works

litigation of civil rights,

star!' " - A partner in

with conservators hips and

Covington & Burling's San
Francisco office, Christine

professional fiduciaries
in addition to trust and

personal injury, immigration, international human

Haskett practices patent
litigation with an emphasis

estate litigation. "Of our
combined seven children,
two are in law school, one

someday you will be a

on life science, pharmaceutical, and chemical process
technologies.

and five-year-old Aidan.
- Sun il Kulka rni says,
''I'm still an intellectual
property litigation partner
at Morrison & Foerster's
Palo Alto office-can't
believe I've been here 11
years! I am also a director
on the board of Community Legal Services of East
Palo Alto, a nonprofit that
provides legal assistance
to low-income individuals
and families in East Palo
Alto. My wonderful wife,
Dr. Sujata Patel, and I
have two daughters: Asha
(4) and Leela (7 months).
All of these women keep
me very busy!" - A solo
practitioner in upstate
New York, Charles

Veronica Rendon (nee
Finneran) is a full equity
partner in the New York
office of Arnold & Porter,
specializing in securities
litigation and enforcement.
She handles federal and
state civil litigation, and
investigations instituted
by various State Attorneys
General's Offices and
the Manhattan District
Attorney's Office. She
lectures on legal issues facing the financial industry
and spoke on litigation
trends related to it at the
American Law lnstituteAmerican Bar Association's

cago. - As a senior counsel

that focuses on criminal
and family law in trial

at Hanson Bridgett, David
Gehrig specializes in public

and appellate practice. He

works construction projects
in the firm's public agency

children in child protec-

Steven. - "My wife, Thao
Duong, and I welcomed
our third son, Anicca
Trung Vo, this year," says
Ch inh Vo. "We moved to
Orinda and our sons Dalai
(5) and Vajra (3) love their
new home. As for my professionallife, I concluded in
binding arbitration a business dispute awarding my
client $6 million." - Chuck
Klein was promoted to
equity partner at Winston
& Strawn's Washington,
D.C., office. - Evan Oshan
is principal of Oshan &
Associates, a litigation

- Of counsel with Bullivant
Houser Bailey's San Francisco office, Dan iel Rockey
is a member of the commerciallitigation practice.
Daniel's practice focuses
on technology, securities,
unfair business practices,
intellectual property, and
antitrust litigation. - Mia
Weber Tindle is a partner
in Bingham McCutchen's
land use and development
group in San Francisco.
Her practice includes real
estate transactions, with an
emphasis on acquisitions,
dispositions, leasing, and
real estate secured finance.
Mia is also on the executive committee of the Real
Property Law Section of the
State Bar of California.

practice on Mercer Island,

summer conference on
auditors' liability in Chi-

Keegan has a law practice

also represents juvenile
delinquents and abused

in graduate school, two are
college seniors, and two
have graduated!" writes

rights law, and international business transactions.

Jurist, Columnist, Panelist
Carina Castaneda ' 94 opened her o wn fir m, wh ich
specia lize s in criminal defe nse a nd depo rtatio n
d e fen se, nea rl y t hre e ye ars ag o . She is th e le ga l

section. He and his wife,

colu m nist for the

Emily, have two kids, Nina
(3) and Russell (almost 1

N ews, t he o ld est Fil ip ino news-

Philip p ine

tive matters. - Javier
Lopez writes, "My daugh-

year). - Steven Yarbrough

ter, Marisa (8), is growing

and Jann Besson ' 94

a legal pa nel with the show

every day and is so smart.

have expanded their trust

Kababayan L. A., which is aired

M y son is six-years-old

and estates practice to

in C alifornia and Hawaii .

and is a character just like

offices in Los Altos. Jann

me. I told him , 'Mijoto,

handles all estate planning,
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Baby brigade: Kaila n and Kenyi, daug hter and son of Ya- Ch iao Ch ang
'94; Teke, newest son of Da n Meise l '94

"I've recently added
kid number two, Kenyi
Chang," says Va-Chiao
Chang . "I was named
a Band 1 IP lawyer in
Chambers 2008." - Dan
Meisel has three sons:
Teke Alexander, who is
still a baby; Aden; and Eli.
- A senior counsel with
Howard Rome Martin &
Ridley in Redwood City,
Darin Leviloff recently
had two solitaire historical strategy games, "Israeli
Independence" and "Soviet
Dawn," published through
Victory Point Games . He
adds, "I am working on
a couple more, between
billable hours, that is." Mark Wolfe practices land
use and environmental law
at M . R. Wolfe & Associates, and teaches land use
and urban economics at
UC Berkeley's Department of City and Regional
Planning. Mark writes, "I
(sort of) enjoy renovating
the 'fixer' home my wife,
Susan, and I purchased
in San Francisco and
(definitely) enjoy watching as my 18-month-old

daughter, Scarlett, learns to
talk." - Corporate Secretary
magazine named Dannette
Smith "Corporate Secretary of the Year." - Martin
Dioli is a partner at Terra
Law, a San Jose-based firm
specializing in real estate,
business, and intellectual
property law. - "I have law
offices in San Francisco and
in Las Vegas," writes Eva
Guo. - Robert Hadlock

practices civil litigation
with the Orange County
firm of Smith Chapman
& Campbell and recently
helped the firm recover a
$10 million settlement in
the bad faith case of Bostick
v. Atlantic Mutual Insurance
Company. "Outside work,

the speech for the Prague
Post and the New Presence.
- "My wife, Christy, and
I relocated to the Central
Coast of California, where
I am general counsel for
a group of solar power
companies headquartered
in San Luis Obispo: REC
Solar, AEE Solar, and
Mainstream Energy," says
Nicholas Mack. "SLO is
a great place to live, and
our son, Noah, recently
celebrated his second birthday." - Stephan Eberle
is the assistant general
counsel of SVB Financial
Group, parent company of
Silicon Valley Bank, where
he is responsible for its
domestic and international
legal work, including the
expansion into countries
such as China, India, Israel,
and the UK. Stephan lives
in Silicon Valley with his
wife, Karen Eberle '95 ,
and their two children.
- The California Guide to
Opening and Managing
a Law Office, by Gideon
Grunfeld , was published by

Law Practice Management
& Technology Section of
the State Bar. - Kevin
"Casey " Christensen is
the leader of Archer Norris's employment practice
and is located in the firm's
Walnut Creek office. - A
partner in the Las Vegas
law firm of Cap & Kudler,
Donald Kudler has litigated over 30 conventional
trials and over 20 cases in
the Short Trial Program,
Nevada's approach to
alternative dispute resolution. In one case, Donald's
client received the largest
award ever in the program.
He was the only attorney invited to speak as a
litigator at a lecture on the
Program for Lorman Education Services . - Michae l
Bender formed the law
firm Kaye & Bender, which
is a full-service commercial firm devoted to the
representation of more than
600 community associations throughout Broward,
Miami-Dade, and Palm
Beach counties.

the State Bar of California.
Gideon also chairs the

I love spending time with
my beautiful wife, Denette,
and our nearly two-yearold daughter, Emma," says
Robert.

Bill Cohn writes, "I had

the privilege of taking my
son to President Obama's
historic speech on nuclear
disarmament at Prague
Castle." He wrote op-eds on

Ca sey Christensen '93; N ichola s Mack '93 and son Noah
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Special counsel in the intellectual property department of Foley & Lardner's

magazine gave Michelene
Insalaco an "Angel Award"

Trust-worthy Counsel

San Diego office, Barry

for her commitment to pro
bono work. She is a member

As a partner at the Santa Barbara law firm of Fell

Tucker recently concluded a

of the Resolutions Com-

Marking Abk in Montgomery Granet & Raney,

two-year term as president

Michael Hellman '91 practices civil litigation with

of the Legal Aid Society of

mittee of the Conference
of Delegates of California

San Diego and a three-year
term as a lawyer representative to the Ninth Circuit

Bar Associations. - Karen
Carrera , a partner at
Talamantes/Villegas/Car-

Judicial Conference. "I'm

rera, opened Karen Carrera

also thoroughly enjoying
managing my sons' Little

Consulting, which provides
labor and employment
law advice and counsel to

League teams!" he says. Steven Pearl is principal of
the Pearl Law Firm, focusing on wage-and-hour litigation, class actions, unfa ir
competition, and consumer
protection litigation. A
member of the California
Employment Lawyers
Association, Steven cochairs
the Wage and Hour Committee. He also writes for
the California Wage and
H our Law blog for California Employees. - "I am

to its board of directors.
Kristofer is an attorney
with the Palo Alto law firm
of Crist Schulz Biorn &
Shepherd.

Valdivia Cunningham . "I

practice director at H5 ,
an electronic information

Tristam (5). I enjoy travel-

retrieval company that
assists corporatio ns and

ling to England and have

their lawyers in manag-

investment property near
Cabo San Lucas." - Rob

ing and manipulating data
in litigation, investigations, and enterprise-wide

Santa Clara, where he prac-

Administration of Justice and as a settlement
master for the Santa
Barbara Superior Court.
He and his wife, Kara,
have three childrenNicole

compliance and data
collection matters. He

San Francisco office, Gail
Kavanagh performs a

broad range of real estate
and commercial transactional work and litigation.
an LLM from UC Berkeley
School of Law, with a
focus on constitutional law

with Sedgwick and feel
fortunate that the firm
allows me to work part
time so that I can maintain
a balance with the other
areas of my life, such as

O'Connor. She volunteers

Violence: Statistical D ata
for Lawyers Considering

at court through the judge

Equal Protection Analysis,"
appeared in the Ameri-

the Orange County Bar
Association's Mandatory

can University Journal of

Fee Arbitration program. -

Gender, Social Policy & the

Julia Levin was app ointed

Law. She attends the Boalt

to the California Energy
Commission.

ofH5's San Francisco

Hall Doctor of Science of

Police Foundation, the San

corporate headquarters
and live in Marin with

Law program. - Kathleen
Morgan writes, "After

Jose Arena Authority, and

my wife, Susan, and our

the San Jose Sports Hall of

children, Carly and John."

many years of working for
the State of California, I

- A partner in Sedgwick's

started my own practice
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specializing in professional
license defense and fam ily
law." - "I am an attorney

dered Nature of D omes tic

law. He serves on the board
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twins

family, children, and volunteering," says Deborah

writes, "I am based out

Fame. - California L awyer

and

and feminist legal theory.
Her article, "The Gen-

tices labor and employment
of directors for the San Jose

(6)

Alex and Katie (4) .

- Yvette Lindgren earned

Steve van Liere is a

counsel for the County of

Mike served on the State Bar Committee for

with Spanish-speaking
employees. - The Private
Bank of the Peninsula
appointed Kristofer Biorn

gage broker," says Maria

Coelho is a deputy county

estates, real estate, business, and collections .

growing businesses and
nonprofits. She specializes
in providing these services
in Spanish to companies and organizations

an estate planning attorney,
and real estate and mort-

live in Torrance and have
two children, Hilton (8) and

an emphasis on disputes concerning trusts and

pro tem program and at

Stacey Stokes returned to

her role as a staff attorney
for the Supreme Court
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of California after an

private partnerships. -

18-month break to obtain

Thomas Buckley, a part-

her registered nurse license
at UCSF's School of ursing. "In addition to my cen-

ner with the law firm of

tral-stafF duties, I am the
self-designated cour t
nurse," says Stacey. - "I
am president and CEO of
Waytronx, a publicly traded
company based in Portland
that is involved with the
development, commercialization, and distribution
of high-tech electronic
components," writes Bill
Clough . "I relocated to
Portland, a city and area I
love." - Shannon Underwood develops industrial
warehouse buildings

with her husband, David
Gartland. She serves on the
national board of directors
of the National Association
ofIndustrial and Office
Properties, a commercial
development association. As a shareholder at Miller
Starr Regalia, JoAnne
Dunec works in transactional real estate and land
use law, with a particular
emphasis in public and

Bernie LaForteza '90

Poly San Luis Obispo; and
a freshman at Lewis and
Clark College in Portland.

Hedrick Gardner Kinche-

- Chandler Rand Williams

loe & Garofalo in Raleigh,
was selected by North

lives in San Diego and
works for Cubic Defense

Carolina Business magazine
as "Legal Elite" in construction law. Only three

Applications. - Living in
Portland with her husband,
Fred, and two children,
Ella (6) and Benjamin
(3), Sharon Meieran is

percent of North Carolina
attorneys are selected in
their field. - Governor
Schwarzenegger appointed
Bernie LaForteza to
a judgeship in the Los
Angeles Superior Court. Carol Lynn Thompson is a
partner in Sidley Austin's
San Francisco office, practicing complex commercial
litigation with an emphasis
in securities litigation. As special counsel with
Farella Braun + Martel,
Ilene Dick practices land
use, redevelopment, and
building code matters .

Quinlan Tom is a share-

holder at McInerney &
Dillon's Oakland office. He
lives in Lafayette with his
wife, Kris Kessler, and their
sons, Zachary (10) and
Nathaniel (8). - As part of
the legal team at Symantec,
Joy Cartun supports the
Norton brand consumer
products and services business and manages litigation
and marketing support.
She and her husband, Ari,
have four daughters, all of
whom are in college-a
graduate student at UCLA;
a sophomore at UC Santa
Cruz; a freshman at Cal

an emergency medicine
physician. She writes, "My
law background is coming
in handy, as I'm involved
in health advocacy. I look
forward to catching up
with my classmates at our
20th reunion!" - Claudia
Gorham is a partner and
cochair of the Eminent
Domain Department at
Meyers Nave Riback Silver
& Wilson in Oakland,
which represents public
entities throughout California, Nevada, and Arizona.
She lives in Alameda with
her daughter, Marcella
(12), and is involved with
the Women Lawyers of
Alameda County, Earl
Warren Inns of Court,
and the International
Right of Way Association.
- After nearly six years
as the U.S . attorney for
the Eastern District of
California, McGregor
Scott is a partner in the
white collar defense and
corporate investigations
practice group of Orrick's
Sacramento office. He and
his wife, Jennifer, live in
El Dorado Hills with their
three sons-ages 10, 7, and
4-and participate in their

school and sports activities.
- Christopher Aguilar

is the CEO for a brokerdealer named Institutional
Cash Distributors, based in
San Francisco. "My wife,
Regina, and I have two
children-our daughter,
Amalia, is finishing her
freshman year at Bishop
O'Dowd High School,
where she plays soccer, and
our son, Zachary (2 1;2),
is a big hockey fan," says
Christopher. "We live on
Yerba Buena Island. I am
also cochairing the 20th
reunion committee."

Janice Weis is the associ-

ate dean of the Environmental and Natural
Resources Law Program at
Lewis & Clark Law School
in Portland, where she is
launching climate change
and energy initiatives. She
and her husband, Bryan
Powell, have two daughters, Devyn and Jenna. As executive vice president with the Insurance
Advocacy Group, Brian
Bertonneau works in the
areas of client development
and business operations. Cynthia Rowland writes,
"I am having fun writing
my blog, womenlawyerleaders.blogspot.com." The poetry of Marianne
Smith Johnson was
published in Lavanderia: A
Mixed Load of Women, Wash
and Word and Sport Literate and is forthcoming in
Calyx. Marianne practices
UC HAS T INGS
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law in San Diego. - Todd

one of the "Leadi ng Law-

Thompso n is celebrating his

yers" in Califo rnia in the

20th anniversary with the
civil litigation fi rm ofMair

fi eld of intellectu al property, with a specialization
in patent law. H e writes,
"My kids are (understand-

Mair Spade & Thompson,
on the Pacific island of
Guam. "L ast year, I helped

ably) more excited that we
got a dog." - Jay Monahan

organize President Obama's
caucus campaign in the U.S .
territory," says Todd .

H uman R esource E xecutive magazine named
Julie Pearl to its list of the

nation's Top 10 Immigration L awyers and Most
Powerful E mployment
A ttorneys. - Teaching L aw
by D esign: Engaging Students from the Syllabus to the
F inal Exam and Contracts:
A Context and Practice Casebook, by Michael Schwartz,

were both published by
Carolina Academic Press.
Michael was named codirector of the Institute for
L aw T eaching and Learning. - Alan Abrahamson
cowrote No Limits: The Will

left eBay after over eight
years to become general
counsel of an online video
President Barack Obama with Todd Th ompson '88

to Succeed, with Olympic

champion M ichael Phelps.
A lan is a columnist with
N BCOlympics.com, N BCSports.com, and UniversaISports.com. - A lston
& Bird appointed Tom
Wingard partner-in-charge
of its L os A ngeles and

economic revitalization of
the Vernon- Central Corridor of South Los Angeles.
- Lane Finch is an attorney
with H askell Slaughter
Young & Rediker, where he
practices civil litigation. H e
was a fea tured speaker at
the 9th A nnual I nsurance

Ventura County offices. H e
practices general corporate,
securities, and business
matters. Tom serves as
outside general counsel
for D unbar Economic

Coverage and Claim s Institute, where he presented
"Preparing the Insurance
Professional for a D eposition." H e was also recog-

D evelopment C orporation,
a nonprofi t foc used on the

Lawyer. - Chambers Global
selected Vernon Winters as

nized as an A labama Super

Enjoying the Great Outdoors
Susan Brad ley Krant '87 own s her own law practi ce wit h Carolyn Anderson '88 in
Ashland, O regon. Susan specialize s in civil lit igation , e state plannin g , a nd b usiness
formations, and Carolyn practices employment law and compl e x civi l litig atio n.
Susan writes, " My husband , Ran d y, p laye d d rum s
in the Twin kie Defen se many times on t he Beac h
but now pract ices dentistry in Yreka, Ca li fo rnia .

C ounty Hispanic Bar
Association elected Monica
Lukoschek its president.

Stephen Finestone
was named a N orthern
C alifornia Super L awyer
in the area of bankruptcy
and creditor/debtor rights
for the second time. H e
discussed bankruptcy
on KGO -AM radio's
G il Gross show. - As
vice president and claim
counsel for C NA Insurance C ompanies, Claire
Cortne r is responsible for
a segment of the company's
law department claims
division. She is based in
San Francisco. - Sheila
Purcell founded and directs
the San Mateo C ourt's
M ulti-Option ADR
P roject, which received
an award fo r in novation

enjoy wakeboarding at Lake Shasta and s kiing a nd

in state courts. She enjoys
writing and teaching about
A DR; has helped courts
in Bosnia, India, Italy, and

Ashla nd fo r t he Sha kespeare Festival! "
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of the H astings Board of
Governors." - The Orange

We have t wo boys , Oliver (16) and Henry (13), an d

snowboard in g at Mt . Bache lor. Say hello if you visit
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start-up called Vuze. Jay
writes, "My daughter, Ava
Ireland , is now three and
cute as ever! I am a member
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Slovenia develop ADR
programs; and will be an
adjunct of dispute sys tem
design at H astings this fall.
Sheila reconnected with her
classmate Kevin Finnegan
in New York, where he is
the political director for a
major union. - "I started a
law firm in Honolulu with
eight attorneys specializing
in community association
law," writes lance Fujisaki.
- Jay Spillane says, "I
launched Spillane Weingarten, thus continuing
my tradition of chairing a business litigation
boutique. The firm has
seven attorneys handling
business cases, especially
in media, entertainment,
and intellectual property
matters. I started this new
venture when my former
partners accepted an offer
to become the Los Angeles
office of an AmLaw 200
firm. I elected to remain
stubbornly independent."
- Of counsel with Littler
Mendelson, Stacey Pratt
litigates employmentrelated matters in a variety

Debra Estrem '85

of forum s, including state
and federal courts at the
trial and appellate levels
and before adm inistrative agencies. - Matthew
Orebic has been with the
Berkeley City Attorney's
Office for the past 20 years,
advising the police department, city manager, and
cou ncil on issues involving
civil rights, demonstra-

Keeping the Faith
Robert Bustamante '84 is senior partner of a law firm
that represents developers and general contractors in construction defect litigation and ongoing
operations . " I have successfully defended clients on
over 700 matters, and our firm celebrates its 15-year
anniversary this fall," writes Robert . "My wife, Pam,
and I have two boys, Robby and
Jimmy, and a daughter, Danielle.

tions, the homeless , and
medical marijuana. He lives
in Berkeley with his wife,
Jane, and their children,
Alex (10) and Anna (6).
- The Bar Association of
San Francisco gave Renee
Richards an Award of
Merit for serving more
than 20 years as a member
of the Lawyer Referral and
Information Service oversight com mittee, the last
three of which she chaired.
- Robert Rigsby, a judge
with the Washington,
D.C. , Superior Court, is
on a six-month tour in the
Middle E ast, overseeing
military trials in Iraq and

Our oldest is a freshman at UC
Santa Barbara and the other
two attend Valley Christian High
School in San Jose . I am a man of
great faith and thank God every
day for the opportunities I have
enjoyed throughout my life."

Poly. - Michael McKone
was appointed by Allstate
Insurance Company to
lead its legal offices in
Sacramento and San Jose.
He is also a member of the
American Board of Trial
Advocates.

Kuwait.

lance Adair is a business
and real estate litigator with
offices in the "Spectrum"
area ofIrvine. In 2003,
he and a partner formed
a firm, Adair & Fransz,
which has four lawyers . A director at Deloitte Tax,
Debra Estrem specializes
in all types ofIRS controversies. She is married
with two children, and the
oldest is a fres hman at Cal

The Hillsborough City
School District Board of
Trustees elected Shawn
Christianson its president. - Dan Rose runs
a plaintiff's personal
injury, wrongful death,
and product liability
litigation practice, the Law
Office of Daniel Rose, in
San Francisco. H e was
previously a partner at
Lieff Cabraser. - The L. A.
Chapter of the Association
of Business Trial Lawyers

elected Kevin Mayer to
its board of directors . A
partner in the Los Angeles
firm Liner Grode, Kevin
is cochair of the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association's Legal
Task Force. He lobbied
Congress on its behalf, in
support of pending physical education legislation
addressing the obesity epidem ic that plagues youth
and adult populations. Jane Vee is a partner in
the San Francisco offi ce of
Foley & Mansfield, where
she practices toxic tort
and mass tort litigation. As of counsel at Seyfarth
Shaw's Los Angeles office,
Mark Hansen works in the
estates and trusts practice
group . - George Markell
writes, "I have retired from
UC HASTINGS
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the practice oflaw after
having surgery to remove

proposals for the organization and says, "The work is

a tumor from my brain.

rewarding and challenging,

For the past seven years,
I have worked from home
in San Francisco as a

but learning French has
been daunting. Pat is busy

contract lawyer in asbestos
litigation, on the defense
side." - Chris Foster is a
shareholder in Brownstein

writing op-eds and enjoying our new life." - "I

Hyatt Farber Schreck's
Los Angeles office.

walking in the mountains,
and enjoying the beauty
of the country," says

Norma Formanek is senior

Patric ia Dunn . - Nancy

vice president of admin-

Lee was elected chair-

istration and general
counsel at the Electric
Power Research Institute,

person of Sierra Health
Foundation's nine-member

global electricity sector. The
nonprofit brings experts
from academia and industry
together with its scientists
and engineers to address
challenges in electricity generation, delivery,
and use. "I live in San
Mateo with my husband,
Mark; son, Nick (15), and
daughter, Julia (14); and
the world's most perfect

violence homicide, securing
a second-degree murder
verdict. Liz writes, "I was

nization helps young adults
who struggle to get on their
feet after "aging out" of the

honored with the Vagina
Warrior Award by the Fil-

foster care system when

ipina Women's Network in

they turn 18.

commendation of my work
in the field of domestic vio-

moved to Ireland last year
after retiring as assistant
city attorney for Ithaca. I
have been reading novels,

which conducts research
and development for the

found, called Just in Time
for Foster Youth. The orga-

board of directors. She is a
shareholder in the business
services practice group of
McDonough Holland &
Allen's Sacramento office.
- A partner in Holland
& Knight's San Francisco
office, James Riddle
practices in the litigation
group. - Donald Vaughn
and his wife, Kathryn, are
lead partners at Vaughn
& Vaughn, based in San
Diego. They volunteer with

Michael McNamara is

a partner in the Century
City office of Steptoe &
Johnson. "After leading the
trial practice at McNamara
Spira & Smith for 16 years,
I look forward to helping
Steptoe grow its national
trial practice," he says. The Canadian Association
of Petroleum Producers
appointed Tom Huffaker

Takeuchi and his wife,
Tomomi, have a daughter

tion of practice guides for

efits practice group, Caro l
Ma lenka Co lli ns advises

California lawyers. I hope
everyone is well!" - "I am

employers on welfare plan

enjoying life in Paris, where
I work in the political sec-

husband, Patrick Matti-

nal prosecutor in the San
Francisco District Attor-
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judgeship in the EI Dorado
County Superior Court. E. F. Cash-Dudley is a certified family law specialist
and received her license to
practice in Hawaii last year.

practice in Modesto.

says Robert Kaneda . - Liz
Tarchi has been a crimi-
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Schwarzenegger appointed
Nelson Keith Brooks to a

She plans to practice family
law when she retires from

ance and leave plans. -

Justice. She writes grant

named Mika. - Governor

tion of the U.S. Embassy,"

Jea n Amab il e and her

ney's Office for 23 years
Nick and Julia, children of Norma
Formanek '83

Sing '75 and I traveled to
China to lecture on judging

years, who is also a lawyer,
and our two daughters, ages
18 and 15. I am director of

Bridgett's employee ben-

she is the deputy director

- "I am in my 18th year as
a San Francisco judge," says
Julie Tang . "Judge Lillian

versity. My son is in his second year at Illinois College
of Optometry." - Kevin

I oversee the publica-

ofInternational Bridges to

baccalaureate program at
International High School."

ated from Hastings in 1982!
I still live in San Francisco
with my husband of 20

- A partner in Hanson

more, live in Geneva, where

lege in Boston . My son is a
sophomore in the bilingual

and the law for judges in
Shanghai and Nanjing, and
law students at Beijing Uni-

dog, Kona," says Norma.

issues, flexible benefits,
dependent care, and sever-

band of 25 years and two
children. The oldest is a
freshman at Emerson Col-

as vice president of policy
and environment. - Linda
We issinger Russell writes,
"Hard to believe we gradu-

product development of the
Continuing Education of
the Bar in Oakland, where

a nonprofit they helped

lence prosecution. I live in
San Francisco with my hus-

and recently prosecuted
a high-profile domestic

"Besides practicing general
litigation and immigration
law, I coach soccer at the
local high school, where my
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C ollege of L aw, teaching
workplace and education law. - Debra Fink
Bogaards was named a

N orthern California Super
L awye r fo r th e fourth

Mika, daughter of Kevin Takeuchi '82

sons played," says Sukum
Sa i-Ngarm . "There is nothing like leaving the office by
2 p.m. to coach soccer. A s a
Thai-American attorney, I
have represented Buddhist
temples on issues like land
use, immig ration, and religion . Recently, I attended
a meeting of oversea Thais
regarding the political
problems in Thailand, and
we issued a statement of
our hopes for a peaceful
political process to the Thai
press." - Deb Volberg
Pagnotta celebrated the
10th anniversary of her
business , Interfacet, which
provides on-site trainings
on workplace issues and
eLearning products. She
adds, "Life is good! " - A s
general counsel for the
Idaho Education A ssociation, John Rumel advises
and handles administrative
hearings, litigation, and
appeals for the Idaho state
teachers union, its local
associations, and members.
He is an adjunct professor
at the University ofIdaho

consecutive year and sits on
the H astings 1066 Found ation Boa rd of Trustees and
the board of direc tors for
L egal Aid of M arin . H er
eldest daughter, Jamie, is
a senior at the University
of Oregon, and D anielle
is a junior at UC Berkeley.
D ebra and her husband ,
Pieter, celebrated their 26th
anniversary in Holland,
where they were married.
She and her law partner,
Bob Pave, are entering their
15th year in practice at Pave
& Bogaards. In her fre e
time, D ebra enj oys trips to
the gym and walking her
dog. - Bicoastal for the
past six years, Lawrence
Levine teaches at New
York Law School during
the fall semester and at the
University of the Pacific,
McGeorge School of Law
in the spring. He teaches

to rts, sexual orientation and
the law, and bioeth ics. H e
plans to spend a few months
in Buenos A ires for his
spring 2010 sabbatical and
welcomes any legal contacts
or tips about the city.

Bill Coats is an intellectu al
property litigation partner
with White & C ase in
Palo Alto. His band, Kevin
M aney and his Briefs,
released its first CD. John
Given '99 is the band 's lead
guitarist and is in-house
at Digidesign, which
manufactures the editing
software ProTools. - The
D aily Journal named Rod
Thompson among the Top
75 Intellectu al Property
Litigators in C alifornia.
Rod is a partner in Farella
Braun + M artel's San Francisco office. - John Lande
was named the Isidor Loeb
P rofe ssor at the University
of Missouri Law School. The Best L awyers in A merica
recognized Roger Dreyer
as the "Sacramento Lawyer

of the Year" in the field
of personal injury litigation. - M ichael Fish was
reappointed to serve on the
State Bar Mand atory Fee
A rbitration C ommittee and
presented on ma ndatory fee
arbitration at the annual
State Bar C onvention.
Michael led a Rotaplast
medical team to Egypt in
June to provide free cleft
palate and cleft lip surgery
on over 100 indigent children. - Th e A rizona Technology C ouncil appointed
Thomas Campbell to its
board of directors. H e is a
partner in Lewis & Roca's
Phoenix offi ce, where his
practice is concentrated in
the areas of regulatory and
administrative law. - "I
have been in solo practice
in C armel Valley for the
last 10 years and now divide
my time between the Valley
and my apartment in Paris,"
says Rose-Eve Lewis. "M y
daughter, G enevieve, is
a governmental affairs
lawyer at Apple, and
A nne-Marie is in her las t

Lawrence Levine '81; Bill Coats '80 and John Given ' 99 with the ir band
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selected the 2008 "Best

lawsuit and served on

Service of its Kind " by Bay

Michael Schi avo's legal

Area law offices in a survey
conducted by the R ecorder.

team in the Terri Schiavo
case . He wrote a nonfiction account on the latter,

Currently vice chairman of
M ayer Brown's Los Angeles office, Bob Hertzberg

Thomas Campbe ll '8 0

year of veterinary medicine and is doing clinical work at Texas A&M.
I still ride my horse and
try to compete when I
can. I recently had dinner
with Jackie Jauregui and
exchange e-mails with
Joe Mascovich ." - Amy
W ind was appointed chief

circuit mediator for the
U.S . Courts of the District
of Columbia Circuit. She
manages 160 volunteer
attorney-mediators on
cases ranging from singleplaintiff/single-defendant
cases to class actions,
reg ulatory cases, constitutional challenges, and
agency petitions for review.

practices in the global trade
and government practice
group. He was a member
of the California State
Legislature for six years,
two of which he served as
speaker. Bob cofounded
a solar manufacturing
company based in the UK,
G24 Innovations, and
was named by Guardian magazine as "One of
the 50 People who could
Save the Planet." He and
his wife, Cynthia Telles,
have three sons: Raymond
(21) a senior at Loyola
Film School; David (19), a
sophomore studying music
at the Juilliard School;
and Daniel (17), a senior
at Campbell Hall in Los
Angeles. - Scott DeVries is a litigation partner

in the San Francisco office

The R ight vs. the R ight to
D ie. He also authored the
appellate practice treatise
California Practice Guide:

Civil Appeals and Writs
and is an adjunct professor at Hastings. Jon and
his wife, Linda Hillel,
celebrate their 34th wedding anniversary this year.
- Andrew Sorokowski

works at the U.S. Department ofJustice. A frequent
speaker, he gave a talk
called "Forensic History in
Environmental Litigation"
at the 31st Annual Convention of the UkrainianAmerican Bar Association.
He also spoke on "Forensic
History in CERCLA
Counter-Claims," at the
Conference of the Society
for History in the Federal
Government. - A s of
counsel at Silicon Valley
Law Group in San Jose,
Terry Church focuses on
represe nting late-stage and

Realty Advisors, an institutional real estate investment
adviser. She was previously with Nestle USA for
15 years. Kristin and her
husband of nearly 25 years
have two children, ages 20
and 18. - "I practice family
law in a lovely old building
in Portland," writes Susan
Teller. "After helping with
thousands of divorces, I
am pleased to report that I
am still happily married to
a man I met in law school
and 29 years, three sons,
and three grandsons later
still remain very grateful for
my life. " - Celia Winkler
chairs the Department of
Sociology at the University
of Montana at Missoula,
where she teaches political sociology, sociology of
poverty, gender, and social
theory. She says , "We are
proud of our new option for
sociology majors, 'Inequality and Social Justice,'
which will have a significant service learning component. When not working,
I am usually hiking with
my dogs, Buster and Kila."

of Winston & Strawn,

middle-market technology

- L awdragon selected Tom

focu sing on insurance
coverage matters and mass

companies and advising
on transactions, alliances,

Banducci for its "Leading

500 Lawyers in America"

torts. He and his wife,
Deborah, are celebrat-

and intellectual property

list for the second con-

ing their 25th wedding

protection. Terry is on the
board of directors of the

secutive year. He is the only
lawyer from Idaho to make

anniversary. They have
three children-Madison

San R amon Chamber of

the list. - Scott Righthand

rior Court for Sacramento

C om merce and will serve

writes, "I am the principal

County. Ben was sworn

(13), Kaitlin (10), and Ryan

as chairman in 2010. He

of the Law Office of Scott

in by fellow alum Marv in

lives with his wife and two

Ba xter '66 . - W ern er

(7) . - A civil appellate
practitioner in O akland,

Righthand, which specializes in co mplex personal

Lewin's Bay Area-based

Jon Eisenberg worked on

- Kristin Adrian is ge neral

attorney placement service,

the AI-Haramain Islamic

counsel and chief compli-

Attorney A ssistance, was

Foundation, I nc. v . Obama

ance officer for American

She writes, "So far, my new
job at the courthouse has
been engaging and downright fun." - Governor
Schwarzenegger appoi nted
Be n David ian to the Supe-
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teenage so ns in D anville .

injury, medical malpractice, and products liability
cases. I have been named a
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Northern California Super

Jennifer Keller temporar-

real estate topics and has

Lawyer for the past three
years and am currently

ily left her Irvine criminal
defense practice to act as

given CLE presentations
to various bar associations.

listed in the B est Lawyers
in America. My wife of 25
years, Karen, and I have

lead counsel in a fraud and
intentional interference
with contract case in down-

two children, Jessica and

town Los Angeles, winning a $300 million jury
verdict for the plaintiff. "I
enjoyed my first experience
as a 'prosecutor' of sorts,"
she says . The case was
featured on the front page
of the Daily Journal." Crum & Forster, a national
commercial property and
casualty insurance com-

- A self-employed civil
and criminal trial lawyer in
New Jersey, Marc Garfinkle
also teaches persuasion and
advocacy at Seton Hall Law
School. His website, Better
Testimony, offers workshops to businesses and
law enforcement desig ned
to improve the testimony
of their witnesses. "I am
working on a book and
workshop about going
directly from law school
into solo practice. 1'd be
glad to send any alum a
copy of my latest work,
The New Lawyer's HipPocket Guide to Appearing
in Court," writes Marc. Susan Hollywood Willey is
an attorney with Moyer &
Bergman in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, which is the third
largest law firm in the state.
- San Diego-based Wertz
McDade Wallace Moot
& Brower elected John
Stephens as president
and managing partner.

Grady. Jessica graduates
from H arvard thi s year and
will intern with National
Geographic. Grady, a
fre shman at USC, is the
lead guitarist and songwriter for the Bob Hill
Band, a funk rock group."
- "I practiced law for 20
years but retired early when
my husband did so I could
join in on the good times,"
says Jeanne Scholz . "We
started a computer game
design company with our
son and his friends-we
were the management, they
were the creative teamuntil it was bought by
Activision. Now I am very
involved with art and the
business of art. We have
seven grandchildren and
travel a lot. Good wishes to
the class of'79!"

pany, promoted Jim Kraus
to general counsel. - David
Roth is the principal of the
Real E state Law Offices of
David Roth, specializing
in real estate litigation
and transactions. He is
an executive editor of the
California R eal Property
J ournal and is a coauthor of
a chapter in the Continuing
Education ofthe Bar publication, titled "Californ ia
Easements and Boundaries: Law and Litigation."
David speaks regularly on

Arresting Development
Anyon e who ha d 65 Club Profess or J ero me Hal l fo r first-year crimi na l law re mem b e rs
th e fee ling of tota l intimid ati on in his cl ass roo m. He was famo us for aski ng a q ues-

Susan Hollywood Wi lley 78

John's practice focuses on
bu siness, real estate and
construction litigation,
and personal injury cases.
- George Kalikman is a
partner in the San Francisco office of Schnader
Harrison Segal & Lewis.
He is a member of the
business services department and the bankruptcy,
business reorganization,
corporate, and financial
services practice groups .
- American Sovereigns: The
People and America's Constitutional Tradition before
the Civil War, by Christian
Fritz, won the designation
as an "Outstanding Academic Title for 2008" by
Choice, the premier reviewer
of scholarly books in
North America. - George
Kornievsky retired in 2005
and writes, "I don't miss it
one bit!"

tion , ca ll ing o n a stud e nt, a nd ye ll ing o ut that th e a nswer wo ul d be limite d to "t wo
words ." In th e spring of 7 7, o n the last day of class, first-ye ar stu dent a nd former
pol ice offi cer Larry O'Neill '79, in fu ll uniform, arrest ed Professor Ha ll for "contem pt
of cla s s." Profess or Hal l was give n on ly two words to respond . W holly unr uffl ed by
th e ex p erie nce, Profe ssor Hall, stand ing in front of the class in handcuffs, used those

An active collaborative
attorney and mediator in
Santa Rosa, Trish Nugent
also performs in and helps

t wo words wel l: "Not guil t y."
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produce the annual "Law-

court and served the Pete

and construction law. "I

yers with Heart" benefit

Wilson administration as
the undersecretary of the

enjoy my law career and

for Legal Aid of Sonoma
County. - Todd Stone
and Kare n Ladner practice
estate planning in different
geographic and demographic areas of San Diego.
They got married upon taking the Bar right after law
school and have plans to
travel to Vienna this month
where Karen will compete
in an international rowing
regatta. - David Elefant

Department of Veterans
Affairs and later as the
undersecretary of the Correctional Agency. Thomas
is retired from the U.S.
Coast Guard Reserves. Phil Matthews writes, "I
am on the Partners' Board

was a visiting professor
of law at the University
of Debrecen, Hungary,

busy litigating, resolving,
and trying complex cases.
I enjoy my involvement
on the Hastings Board of
Governors and the Law
Firm Challenge, where I
encourage Hastings col-

NASA/Army Systems and
Software Forum, Jerome
Gabig will provide an
analysis on government and

teaching the basics of the
American legal system
and American corporate

office, Jerome practices in
the area of government

law. - A civil fast-track

contracting and represents
a variety of international,

California Judicial Council,

D .C., office of Venable,
where he has a diverse civil

position that was appointed

litigation practice, spanning
commercial, intellectual

the presiding judge of the
50
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Robert Haslam is a partner
in Covington & Burling's
Silicon Valley office, practicing intellectual property
and patent litigation. - The
Legal Aid Association of
California elected Robert
Capistrano its president
for 2009. - Marilyn Raia
is of counsel in the San
Francisco office ofBullivant
Houser Bailey, practicing
admiralty and transportation law. She started with
Derby Cook Qyinby &
Tweedt, an old San Fran-

Vince McL org 76

cisco admiralty firm, as a
summer clerk in 1974 and
was hired after graduating
from law school. Marilyn
writes, "I was the firm's
first female attorney and its
first woman partner, until
the merger with Bullivant
in 2000. So in case anyone's
counting, I have been
involved with admiralty
and transportation law at
basically the same place for

partner in the Washington,

the policy-making body

George. He was previously

is good despite the lousy
economy!" he writes.

national, and local clients.
- Campbe ll Killefer is a

for the Judicial Branch, a
by ChiefJustice Ronald

daughter in college. Life

industry intellectual property challenges. An attorney in Sirote & Permutt's
Huntsville, Alabama,

judge in Contra Costa
County, Thomas Maddock is a member of the

in Bethesda and have a
26-year-old son who is 'off
the dole' and a 20-year-old

at Duane Morris and am

leagues to give to the law
school in these troublesome
times. Youngest daughter
is graduating from college
this year and already has a
job. Mission accomplished
with the kids!" - As a program presenter at the 2009

Trish N ug e nt 77

am happily married to my
wife, Madeline. We live

property, product liability
and toxic torts, real estate,

Bay Area Pioneer
" I am the founder and princi p al of Wong & Associ-

ates in Oakland, one of the preeminent Asian law
firms in the Bay Area," writes Lawrence Wo ng '75 .
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35 years!" - As the chief

live in Tiburon and have

nationwide. D an is also

deputy public defender for
Ventura County, Michael
McMahon is in charge of

two children, who are both
in college now. I am the

president of the Montana
Associati on of Criminal
Defense L awyers .

writs, appeals, and training. H e also chairs the
Amicus Committee for th e
California Public D efenders Association and lives
in Carpinteria. - Michael
Jester writes, "Vince
McLorg , who passed away
after an all-too-short battle
with lung cancer, was an
exceptional member of the
Bay Area legal community. A founding partner
of McGlynn McLorg
& Ritchie, Vince was a
member of the prestigious
American Board of Trial
Advocates. He also cherished his Harley-Davidson
and rode with a group of
about 20 bikers. Vince and
his wife, Kathy, had two
sons, Colin and Kyle. A
great person and terrific
attorney, Vince was one of
my best friends for over 30
years."

Basil Plastiras practices
real estate and professional
liability law with Plastiras & Terrizzi in Marin
County. He previously
founded and was general
counsel of Orion Partners
Commercial Real Estate
and also started Parkway
Properties Investment
C orporation, which owns
and manages office and
retail properties in Northern California. Basil says,
"My wife, Karen, and I

first vice president of the
H astings 1066 Foundation (whi ch is doing great
work!) and will become
president in 2010." - DRI
-The Voice of the D efense
Bar named Stephen
Acker vice chair of the
Law Prac tice Management
Committee. He is a partner
in the Los Angeles firm of
Acker & Whipple. - Jim
Pokorny is a solo practitioner in San D iego, handling
criminal defense and air
crash litigation matters .
H e lives in Coronado with
his wife, Tamara, and their
two children. The family flie s together in their
Cessna 210, which Jim uses
in h is practice as well. "This
alum loves his job and has
no aspirations of becoming
a judge! " he exclaims. "My small firm, Cathcart
Collins, was acquired by
Adorno last yea r," writes
Patrick Cathcart. - Norman Boxley practices civil
defense trial and appellate litigation in Pasadena

Jennifer and Charlotte, daughter
and granddaughter of Norm an
Boxley 75

my youngest son graduated from the W as hoe
County Sheriff's Academy.
My wife, Debbie, is fixi ng
up our new house from
scratch, and I can't wait to
get hom e and see everyone.
Please remember-keep
yo ur spirits up, aim level,
and your head down! "
- Dan Donovan joined
the board of directors of
the Montana Innocence
Project, which works to
exonerate innocent M ontana inmates and prevent
wrongful convictions. The
first group in M ontana to
undertake this work, it has
been widely recognized

Ann Ravel was selected
by th e Obama ad ministration to head the U.S.
D epartment ofJustice Civil
Division Torts Branch
and Office of Consumer
Litigation in W as hington,
D.C. - "S ince retiring
a year ago after 31 years
with the State Public
Defender's Office and the
California Department of
Education's L egal Office,
I have been living the
'good life' in Napa Valley
and Sacramento," writes
Allan Keown . He enjoys
traveling, following the
Sooners, volunteering at the
Veteran's H ome in Yountville, and working part
time on employment cases
with his good friend, Kathleen H erdell, in St. Helena.
- Brian Forbes lives in La
Jolla and is married with
five grown children. A
litigation partner in the San
D iego office of DLA Piper,

and Las Vegas. He is
grandfather to Charlotte
Rae Olson, his daughter
Jennifer's baby. - "Salaam
Alekium!" exclaims Larry
Guy Sage. "I am still in
Afghanistan, this time
working with the Security
Sector, as compared to the
Justice Sector last time.
My elder son is coaching
football at the University
of New H ampshire, and

Larry Sage 75 with a group of interpreters and translators
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ton Jones &Appel, By ron
Mellberg earned the U.S.

tion nationwide. He lives
in Lawrence, Kansas, and

Green Building Council's

is an adjunct professor at

Leadership in Energy and

Kansas University Law

Environmental Design
Professional Accredita-

School. - The Virginia
State Bar's Family Law
Section named Peter

tion. He is only the second
lawyer in Silicon Valley
and the 21st in California
to receive this designation.
- Kenneth "KC" Ward is
Steven Waldo 74 with wife Pat and twins Hilary and Rebecca at a Boston College football game; Peter Swisher 73

Brian focuses on ethical

the high-value work-

compliance, conflicts avoidance, risk management,

ers' fragmented workday

and loss prevention. - "My
eldest daughter, Amanda,
is a PhD student in English
at UCLA and plans to
become a professor," says
Steven Waldo. "My son,
Lloyd , graduated from
UC Davis and is teaching
English in Prague. Rebecca
graduated in June from her
master's program in theater
at NYU and has returned
to California looking for
technical theater work in
the Bay Area. Her twin ,
Hilary, g raduated from
Boston College and spent
seven months relaxing and
traveling in South America.
She is now looking for
work-her mother and
I are hopeful." - Cec ily
Drucke r writes, "I have

and provide them with
the ability to accurately
quantify work tasks for
revenue generation and
productivity analytics. The
first product, MonetaSuite,
is on the market now." She
does long-distance cycling
and high-altitude trekking when not working. In her first run for elective
office, Caro l Mon Lee won
an island-wide election for
a seat on the Hawaii State
Board of Education against
a 20-year incumbent. The
Board of Education sets
policy for the public education system and the library

Swisher the 2009 recipient

of its Lifetime Achievement Award, which rec-

a partner and trial lawyer
at Archer Norris's Walnut

ognizes persons who have
demonstrated excellence
and have made a substantial

Creek office and is on the
firm's management committee . He lead s the firm's
On-Call Trial Counsel

contribution to the practice
of family law in Virginia.
Peter is a professor of law at
the University of Richmond .

team.
The New Mexico Oil and
Tom Miller writes, "After

years of practicing primarily in Southern California,
the Miller Law Firm
opened its practice in San
Francisco. My daughter,
Rachel, and I represent
owners of multiunit highrise, mid-rise and low-rise

Gas Association gave Gary
Kilpatric its Jason Kellahin
Award for outstanding
service to the oil and gas
industry. The association
recognized his efforts in
the legislative arena, most
recently in negotiating

condominiums, and town
homes with construction
defects." - John Pearson

the passage of the Surface
Owners Protection Act.
Gary chairs the association's legislative commit-

is a retired U.S. bankruptcy
judge and is available to

tee. He is the director of
the firm Montgomery &

conduct commercial media-

Andrews in Santa Fe. -

system . - Peter Ka rl en
established the NEONYM
Naming & Trademark
Service, which provides
naming and trademark

Penn Butler '73

selec tion services. He also

A partner at W endel Rosen

preneurial spirit, founding

authored 1he Art ofNaming:

Black & Dean in Oakland,
Penn

again unleashed myentreBottom Line Time, where I

NEONYM Creative Guide

am also CEO. My com-

to Selecting Na mes & Trade-

pany is building a suite of

marks, and 1he Aesthetics of

time relationship manage-

Trademarks published by

ment software products,

Contemporary Aesthetics.

which fit seam lessly into

- Of counsel at Hoge Fen-
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Butler

'73

practices

bankruptcy law, specifically in
corporate restructuring and
Chapter 11 reorganizations.
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Gerry Scatena received an

the O versight Com mittee

LLM, magna cum laude, in

ch arged with the liquid a-

international law, th rough

tion of Coudert Broth ers

a joi nt program betwee n
L oyola and the Un iversity
of Bologna, Italy. H e also
holds a master's in intern ationallaw fro m this sa me

in New York. R ichard says,
"I am also president of the
Sa n Francisco M useum and

program . Gerry writes , "I
spent fo ur months in L os
A ngeles and five months
in Bologna and met some
wonderful professo rs and
students from around the
world ." - "I am happy
to an nounce the launch
of my website, FireRock
Research, an Internet
company focused on investment research," says Steve
Crane. "M y firm also won
the groundbreaking case
Scott v . Cingular, where the
W ashington Supreme C ourt
struck down contract bars
on class action participation by cell phone customers." - Daniel Whitehurst
was elected the new vice
chairman of AAA Club
A ffiliates' board of directors.
H e is also the board chair
of the Institute for Local
G overnment and serves on
the Advisory Board of the

Historical Soc iety, where
we are raising $3 0 million
to spruce up the Old Mint
at Mission and 5th streets
so it can serve as the museum's permanent home."
- "While continuing my
fa mily law practice in
Marin, I have begun a master's degree in an international relations program at
the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy at Tufts
University," says Tommie
Whitener. "The program
features two residencies
in Boston and one at the
H ag ue." - Armand Salese
writes, "This year marked
my 20th year listed in the
B est L awyers in A merica in
labor and employment law.
I still practice and love to
fi sh in San C arlos, M exico."
- Andrew W inter- pen
name for Andrew Olssonwro te Prisoners of War, part
one of the D uper's Fork

Your Best Story
Do you have a story about a great ex perience you
had at Hastings? Maybe a favorite professor, or a
great event or fond memory? Send it in to us. If we
use it, we will send you a special gift in appreciation . E-mail it to classnotes@uchastings .edu or mail
it to Class Notes Special Story, Alumni Center, UC
Ha stings La w, 200 McAllister Street, San Francisco,

CA 94102 .

rations or governments,"
James says. "I would love
to help any H astings alum
who needs a temporary
office in Redwood City
when he or she may be in
court. Thanks to H astings
for all it has allowed me
to achieve in helping my
community." - M aintaining an active practice with
offi ces in W alnut Creek
and Palm D esert, Palmer
Riedel continues to focus
on business , real es tate,
and construction cases and
high-conflict family law
and parental alienation
litigation. H e and his wife,
Susan, celebrated their 42nd

anniversary in June and
their first grandchild in July.
- Robert Appleton writes,
"I just formed a new general
practice law fir m with C arl
Pohle, a longtime associate.
W e are very excited about
our new venture."

"While desperately seeking a second career as a
golf pro, I continue to be
diverted by research and
teaching at Duke L aw
School," says Jim Cox. "In
each of the las t three years,
my corporate and securities
peers have voted some of
my articles in the top 10 of

trilogy.

School of Liberal Arts at
Saint M ary's C ollege.

The W ashington State
Association fo r Justice
named John Meyer "Judge
of the Year." H e has served
on the Skagit C ounty
Superior C ourt for 15
years. - Richard Johns
has a small practice in
San Francisco. H e chairs

James Thompson runs
a general law practice in
Redwood City, wh ich he
bega n in 1971. H e and
his wife, Joa nne, h ave
lived in their Redwood
C ity home fo r the past
35 years . "I enj oy ge neral
practice because I work on
individu al legal matters
for clients and not corpo-

William Hunter '69; an Alaskan vista, photographed by Timothy
Middleton '69
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published articles. But the
rea l joy of life is my twoyear-old granddaughter,
Morgan." - Viggo Boserup
is a full-time mediator with

kan outdoors for the last 38

have been accepted into the

years. M os t importantly,
my wife and I live near our

Assigned Judges Prog ram ,
and I look forward to

two g randchildren."

further opportunities for
judicial service." - John
Liebert was recognized as a

Judicial Arbitration and
Mediation Services and
works out of its L.A. and
Orange County offices.
His son is a regional sales
manager for a high-tech
company in Southern
C alifornia and hi s daughter
works with her mother at
their headhunting business.

Lawyer.

California State Assembly,
Dick Ackerman joined
Nossaman as a partner in
its Orange County office.

Viggo has two daughters
by his second marriage;
one is at Harvard Business
School, and the other is the

Terence Mix was selected

number one college tennis
recruit in the nation. He
and his wife of27 years are

of Ovulation: The Truth
Birth D efects- and a Solu-

moving to Newport Beach
and look forward to following their daughter' careers
in business and profes-

tion to the Problem. The
book, also a finalist in the
2008 National Best Books
Awards, follows Terence's

sional sports. - As counsel
in Hanson Bridgett's real

career litigating cases
on behalf of malformed

estate department, William
Hunter is based in the
firm's Sacramento office. Timothy Middleton lives

babies. - "After practicing estate planning, tax,
and business law in San

in Anchorage with his
wife, where they raised two

Southern California Super

Following eight years in
the California State Senate and five years in the

as a 2009 Nautilus Silver
Award winner for his
nonfiction book, The Price
about Fertility Drugs and

Jose for 28 years, I moved
my practice to Santa Cruz

Richard Turrone '65 and wife

"After retiring from the
Santa Clara Superior Court
in 2004, we moved to El
Dorado County and planted
a vineyard," says Richard

in 1995 and reduced my
commute by two hours,"
writes Peter Sanford . He

Turrone . "We enjoy the

is a partner with the law
firm Bosso Williams, where

although I do occasionally
sit on assignment."

he practices full time. A
certified tax specialist,
Peter has been chair of the
Santa Cruz County Estate
Planning Council for the

"I have turned over most of

past 12 years . - Richard
Frazee joined the firm
ADR Services and works
out of its Irvine and San
Diego offices, where he is
a neutral mediator and arbitrator. He previously sat on
the Orange County bench.
Richard is president of the
International A ssociation

slower pace of country life ,

my law practice to my partner but keep a small handful
of clients and trusteeships,"
writes Phil Spalding . "I am
a consultant to my son, Phil
Jr. , at Spalding Financial
Group in Marin, who
specializes in wealth transfer
strategies employing life
insurance and life settlements. I am working less
and enjoying life more, with
golf, tennis, skiing, motorcy-

daughters. He was previ-

ofTrialJudges, which visits

ously in private practice but
now focuses on the public

courts, law schools, and
embassies in different countries on "goodwill tours."

cling, bicycling, music, and
other activities. My wife,

This year it will v isit Scot-

are, above all, the high-

participated in the 100mile Endurance Run in

land , England, and Ireland.

lights of my life!" - Bruce

- "I retired in May, after

Lubarsky is the class agent

California and several 90-

32 years as an elected

and lives only 10 blocks

kilometer cross- country ski

public official-7 years

from Hastings. He says , "I
guess I haven't gotten very

sector. Timothy runs and
skis cross-country and has

races. He h as completed 58

as a council member and

marathons with a best time

25 years as a judge of the
Superior Court of C alifor-

of 2:58. Timothy writes,
"I have been fortunate to
enjoy the wonderful Alas54 FALL 2009

Peter Sanford '66

nia in Santa Clara C ounty,"
writes Leslie Nichols. "I

children, and grandchildren

far." Bruce is president of
the Blum Foundation, a
maj or contributor to H astings, and sits regularly as an
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to Italy to learn from the

Confessions of a Retired Judge
"I graduated from the University of Arizona in 1964, and law school seemed promising

because it would keep me from being drafted (at least for a while) and would broaden
my education," writes Robert Kaster '67. "I loved San Francisco, and Hastings seemed
like a good choice . A good choice it was, but Hastings tested my resolve in many

experts. I live in Oakland
and have a view of L ake
Merritt from my high-rise
apartment. My wife, Florence, passed away three
years ago, but I am busier
now than I ever was."

respects . I was immediately introduced to the 65 Club-Professors Prosser, Perkins,
and Powell every morning . A life of 98 percent sheer terror with an occasional two
percent of relief, but I managed to graduate in 1967. After graduation, I volunteered
for the United States Air Force Officers Training School and ultimately became a
judge advocate general officer at Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque . After the
military, my wife, Ann, and I moved to Yreka, and I worked for a small law firm. Eventually, I ran for the bench and was elected to the Yreka Justice Court and to the Superior Court of Siskiyou County two years later. Last June, I retired after approximately
20 years of judicial service. I am now in the Assigned Judges Program, working the
hours that I want . Back in the '60s and '70s, I never would have imagined that I would
actually become a judge. Life is good, and I have Hastings to thank."

arbitrator for the American
Arbitration A ssociation
and as a judge pro tern in
San Francisco and San
M ateo counties. "I look
forward to our class's 50th
reunion," he says. - Retired
from full-time work as a
District C ourt judge, Terry
Dempsey is still on an oncall basis. He is a member
of the Minnesota Board
on Aging, a governorappointed position charged
with administering the
federal Older A mericans
Act. Terry is also a director
of the Minnesota Retired
State Employees A ssociation and is a member of the
M artin Luther C ollege
Institutional Review Board .
H e says, "M y wife, Janet,
and I are proud grandpar-

ents of our first grandchild,
Emma D empsey (21/2)."

John Gilmore was named a
N orthern C alifornia Super
L awyer.

"So where did the 50 years
go?" ponders Russell
Walker. "I remember D ean
Snodgrass walking the halls
with his green eyeshade,
and working as a janitor
with Ben Kayashima '58 ,
Marvin Haun '58 , and
Willie Brown '58. I've
wandered the world with

of the Pacific Islands, and
most recently practiced law
in Anchorage with Preston
G ates & Ellis. I enjoy
traveling, fi shing, skiing,
grandchildren, and time
spent between A laska and
our small place on the Sea
of C ortez in M exico- fo r
Keren and me it has been
a very interesting and fun
50-year trek ."

my wife, Keren, spent the
early 1970s as an assistant attorney general in
M icronesia with the United

Mario Barsotti writes, "I
retired fro m the bench in
1983 and served on assignment in 26 California
count ies and in arbitrations
up until las t year. I now
devote more time to sculpting marble and other stone,
which I have done for 20

N ations Trus t Territo ry

years. I have eve n traveled

"I had the privilege of
servi ng as a member of
the California Judiciary
fo r over 26 years," says
John Racanelli. A fter his
judgeship, John taught
legal ethics at H astings as
an adjunct and served as
an arbitrator and mediator in C alifornia and in
New York. "M y wife and
I moved to New York
City, but California will
always remain for us as the
locus of many wonde rful
experiences, friend ships,
and associations. W e love
participating in alumni
activities in Manhattan.
I shall always be grateful
for the fine legal education
H astings afforded me." Myron "Doc" Etienne
received the L ewis Fenton
Award for Trial Advocacy.
D oc is a senior partner in
the firm Noland H amerly
E tienne & H oss and has
litigated before state and
fe deral courts. H e lives in
Monterey County.
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